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Pavilion Query 
On ASBSU Ballot 
How many dollars, in increased fees, 
would BSU's student body vote to 
approve for use constructing a multi­
purpose pavilion at the university? 
A question that tries to get that 
answer seems almost ready to appear on 
Lein USD 
President 
Tht•re w<•rc handshakes, a few quickly­
emotiOnal hugs and a great number of 
faculty faces sho\\ ing a quiet pride in 
Room B 216, BSl' School of Business 
building Fr1day afternoon when 36-year 
old Dean Dr. Charles Lem broke swirl 
ing rumor to announce he will take over 
as l'rcsadcnt of the University of South 
Dakota on or about July 1, 1977. 
When the gregarious, management­
preaching blonde leadt•r of a major BSU 
school growth program left the room 
w1th a rcmaimng ft•w friends after the 
meeting, he said softly witt:\ a look back: 
"'Doggon(', that was hard . • .  some of 
those people have bc<'n . . " and his 
VOICe trailed Off. 
nr. Lcin thus closes a four-year career 
at Boise State that seemed to launch him 
to new public attention pinnacles each 
year after his arrival from \\'eber State 
College, in 1973. 
"This has been an incredibly satisfying 
experience at Boise State. I guess what 
it comes down to is that South Dakota is 
my home state, this is a superb univer-
sity with great depth ... a law school 
and medical school ... I just have to 
think this is an opportunity any educator 
would almost have to want."-
But Lein played down his personal 
accomplishments in development of the 
BSU Business School over the past four 
years. 
"Good people who work here have 
built an enduring system of business 
education; I've been fortunate enough to 
be associated with their remarkable 
efforts and I'll always take pride in 
watching the assured future of Idaho's 
best School of Business keep develop­
ing." 
BSU President John Barnes, how­
ever, commended Lein for a specific role 
in BSU Business School development. In 
Lem's administrative years here, Dr. 
Barnes notes, the school has increased 
enrollment about thirty percent (to 2600 
students this term); has added forty 
faculty members of which over half hold 
Ph.D. degrees: and at which research 
activities have expanded nine hundred 
percent. 
" Dean Lein has successfully merged 
the relationship between private busi­
ness, industry, state affairs and his 
scool. He demonstrated great adminis­
trative skill, melded with a sincere inter· 
est in the students and faculty who make 
up a gn•at educational enterprise," 
praised Barnes. 
Univer ity of South Dakota operates a 
small campus at Vermillion, S.D.; others 
are in Springfit>ld and Madison, South 
Dakota. 
the coming ASBSU general election 
ballot, according to ASBSU President 
Lenny Hertling. 
At issue is whether the student body 
as a majority will vote to support the key 
financial recommendation of a recent 
Multi-Purpose Pavilion Study report, 
issued by a 15-man committee on that 
subject. 
ASBSU President Hertling says the 
exact ballot wording has not been 
worked out. But he expects to see a 
ballot statement in shape for student 
senate approval this week. 
One suggested wording that is now 
being studied by a senate caucus group 
goes like this: 
Which of the foUuwing fee increase 
amounts would you support for the 
specific purpose of building a multi­
purpose pavilion at BSU? $50, $40, $30, 
$20, $10, $0. 
In a previous student body "referen­
dum" vote, held during registration 
week in January, students voting on 
special registration packet ballot cards 
had seemed to approve the concept of a 
multi-purpose paviJion as one way to uce 
any new student fee increases. 
But critiCS of the questionnaire, some 
on the student senate, charged it was 
"loaded" in favor of .... pavihon ,eJectiOn 
in the multi-choice sectiOn. 
Another criticism was the the ques· 
tionnaire mixed the idea of a fee increase 
with a pavilion preference vote in such a 
way as to suggest the students who 
wanted a pavilion were also approving a 
fee increase. 
Multi-Purpose Pavilion Chairman Fred 
Norman has consistently denied that 
weakness of the original questionnaire, 
but has worked with students to arrange 
the new ballot try "if that will help settle 
the question in some people's minds." 
EMOTIONAL MOMENT for BSU Business School Dean Dr. Charles Lein, just­
named new President at University of South Dakota, came as he announced his plans 
to the faculty he led for four years With Dr. Lein are veteran School of Business 
colleagues. 
Historic Home Gift to (Grateful' BSU 
By Bob C. Hall 
Boise's historic heritage and Boise 
State University's still-developing char­
acter were clearly on the minds of 
William and Gladys Langroise when 
they made an unusual contribution to 
both. 
In a gift that drew headline news 
attention statewide, Mr. and Mrs. Lan­
groise offered their handsome Warm 
Springs Avenue residence as a "deferred 
gift" to Boise State University for future 
use as a residence for BSU Presidents. 
Swiftly, BSU and the State Board of 
Education accepted. 
Since Bill and Gladys Langroise will 
"'defer" the gift until both have lived in 
the home as long as they wish, why was 
the generous transaction offered now? 
In a telephone conversation with 
Focus, Bill Langroise, the recent recipi­
ent of BSU's rarely-given Silver Medal­
lion community service award, ex-
plained: • 
'"This home is, we aU know, a pretty 
well-known place ... it was a famous 
Warm Springs landmark when C. C. 
Anderson (pioneer department store 
founder) lived here. 
"Gladys and I are at the �:-bint in life, 
now, where we worry about keeping it a 
part of the city's heritage for years and 
years to come ... now we're glad the 
University will retain its original charac­
ter, the way we've tried to do." 
In his own carefully-written tribute to 
the Langroise gift, State Board of 
Education Chairman Ed Benoit, a long­
time Langroise colleague, made it plain 
William 
Langroise 
the maintenance of an historic Idaho 
landmark residence would be "gratefully 
accepted " by Boise State University and 
the Board of Education. 
Benoit noted that BSU is the only 
state university which has required its 
President to purchase his own residence, 
an inequity which will be ended by even­
tual activation of the Langroise offer. 
He called particular attention to the 
historic values of the residence as a rare 
sample of an architectural style of Kirk­
land Cutter, designer of half-timbered 
residences and public buildings in 
America four decades ago. 
That historic validity was underlined 
by State Historical Museum Director 
Arthur Hart, who called the five-bed· 
room, two-story home "the key resi­
dence among several along that part of 
Warm Springs Avenue that give it high 
position among Boise's historic neighbor­
hoods." 
On a basic structure of brick and half­
timbers, architect Cutter had designed a 
twin-gabled English country home set 





[continued from page 1) 
behind a curved driveway and yard well . 
back of low hedgerows that front Warm 
Springs Avenue. 
For original owner, C. C. Anderson 
(whose Golden Rule department stores 
in Boise, Nampa and Caldwell were the 
major retail centers of those cities for 
almost a half-century before purchase by 
Federated Stores) Cutter added a 
portico-connected matching garage 
building and unusual slate-floored gaze­
bo in a long two-level rear yard. 
Frequent guests at the home call it "an 
ideal blend of family intimacy with 
facility for guest occasions . .. not osten­
tatious, but impressive in its exterior 
permanence and spacious main floor 
arrangement." 
In an arrangement very typical of 
Warm Springs Avenue and Harrison 
Boulevard homes that were always 
Boise's most handsome, the Langroise 
residence arranges a foyer, living room· 
den, dining room and kitchen under an 
oak staircase that leads to family and 
guest bedrooms upstairs. 
While one news report that the home 
contained eighteen rooms brought a 
chuckle from Bill Langroise ("they could 
get that if they counted every closet in 
the place") he reserved his own enthusi­
asm for Ma good double garage with a 
dandy tool-work room out back and the 
economy of heating since the home uses 
geothermal heat." 
Have the Langroises changed the 
home in any way from its original style 
as the Anderson residence? 
"The only thing we put in is an air con· 
ditioner for our bedroom and sitting 
room upstairs," he says. 
In his turn to praise Langroise for the 
unusual gesture, BSU President John 
Barnes emphasized the value of the resi­
dence for future BSU Presidents and the 
university's community relations role. 
As an example, he listed the problems 
he currently undergoes at his compari· 
tively small personal residence, as host 
to social events required of a university 
president. 
According to Dr. Barnes, the stream 
of visiting dignitaries, student groups 
and faculty guests who use the presi­
dent's home as a centerpiece of univer· 
sity social activity have often stretched 
his limited facilities beyond comfortable 
capacity. 
THE LANGROISE PRESIDENT'S HOME will eventually give BSU a near-campus 
Presidential residence of apparent architectural distinction and sufficient spacious· 
ness to handle the heavy demand for hospitality to university guests, faculty and 
student groups. It is located at 929 Warm Springs Avenue; has the advantage of geo­
thermal heating by the historic Warm Springs hot water eystem. Scheer Photo 
Location of the Langroise residence 
within walking distance of the campus 
will, he predicts, work in favor of BSU's 
ability to attract and retain outstanding 
individuals for the presidents' role, here. 
Finally, Historian Art Hart notes a 
key factor in the chances for longterm 
maintenance of the home's historic 
qualities. 
Hart says the residence is a "sure 
thing" to reach listing on the National 
Register of Historic Places. 
That validation, he notes, will qualify 
the entire residence for federal assis­
tance "up to 50 percent of project cost" 
on exterior maintenance needed to 
retain the home's historic appearance. 
All of which, says Bill Langroise, is 
exactly what he and Gladys had in mind 
when they decided to add their home to a 
growing list of gifts the pioneer Idaho 
lawyer and business executive and his 





In a move aimed at making "ment" 
pay raises more selective at BSL, Dr. 
Asa Ruyle has won Executive Council 
approval of a new policy that will make 
merit pay raises less frequent at BSU. 
At Ruyle's urging, the Council altered 
the university's policy on Meritorious 
Pay Increases so that only ten percent of 
the classified employees within a univer­
sity "division" rould be awarded merit 
pay w 1thin each merit opportunity 
period. Tho four divisions of BSU are: 
President's office, Academic Affairs, 
J<'inancial Affairs and Student Affairs. 
Ruyle told the Council that his rt•view 
of merit pay ret·ords n•vealed too many 
of the pay innease judgements by 
department ht•ads were made as routine 
moves, at each merit opportunity 
period. 
Mertt pay, ht• reminded tht> Council 
memht•rs, should be awarded for"unique 
perl"ormance" by employees, not as a 
standard award for ll'ss than exceptional 
work t•fforts. 
To encourage tougher evaluation of 
employt-l' performam•t- by department 
heads, Ruyle suggestl'd the "ten percent 
within each operating unit" limitation. 
On a motion by Dr. David Taylor, 
set·onded by Dr. Bullington, tht- Coum·il 
approved the changt- and askt'd eat·h 
vire·president to notify unit supervisors 
Actuary Test 
Examinatiou for people aiming to 
qualify for careers in actuary work will 
be held at Boise State University, coor· 
dinated by the BSU Department ol 
l'tlathematic!i in May, then again in 
November, of 1977, says Dr. Bob Juola. 
Parts One and Two of tht> thrt>e-part 
t>xamination serie!> will be givt>n under 
Dr. Juola'�> proctoring on l'tla� 12. Part 
Three will be given Friday, :\lay 13, then 
again on Friday, '\ovember 4. 
Examination fee is Sl5, with last date 
to register for the examination�> set no 
later than March 15, at Dr. Juola's office 
at MC 302 on campu�. 
All information on Actuarial science 
and caret>rs that can be possible by 
�uccessful completion of the annual 
examinations is available by calling Dr. 
Juola at 1174. 
At Last, Bridge over Boise 'Go' 
After five years of stop-and-go, a long­
awaited footbridge to link Boise State 
University and Julia Davis Park will 
become reality after a contract to build 
the structure was awarded to Wb Corp. 
of Boise last week. 
With a bid of $118,800, that company 
will be responsible for design and con· 
struction of the bridge. 
According to BSU projects director 
Palmer Putnam, the bridge will be a 216 
foot span of Cor-ten steel that will clear 
the Boise River in one clean arch. Some 
brick will be used for decoration and it 
will be well lighted for night use. 
Its eight-foot width will accommodate 
bicycles, pedestrians and wheelchairs. 
Construction will be financed by 
$25,000 in BSU funds and $100,000 from 
community development money admin· 
istered by the North Bank Consortium, 
which coordinates planning by various 
agencies and organizations in the area 
bordered by the Boise River. Broadway, 
Ash and Front Streets. 
Putnam says engineers led by 'Rex 
Harnson of Wb will take another 40 days 
to complete their work and then con­
struction of the bridge will start. Con­
tract details call for a 180 day construe-
lion period, but that could change 
depending on the water level of the 
river. 
If the schedule holds up, the foot­
bridge could be open by early fall. 
Located between the BSU Library and 
Business Building, the river crossing will 
allow traffic-free foot travel to pass 
between "activity centers" like BSU and 
the art gallery and museum, says North 
Bank Director Devin Smith. 
Currently bicyclists and pedestrians 
havt• to go along busy Capital Boulevard 
or Broadway Avenue to get between 
Boise State and the park. 
Smith adds that the bridge is a vital 
link in an overall path plan that will 
someday provide an auto-free route to 
downtown Bobe. 
Putnam explains that the bridge will 
offer as much advantage to Julia Davis 
Park users as it does to BSU. 
The park has a serious parking prob· 
lem of its own on busy weekends. The 
footbridge will allow the public to use 
BSU's vast parking areas during those 
times. For BSU students, the bridge will 
allow a quick access to lawns and relaxa· 
tion areas away from campus. 
' 
1!J:ocus a 
Consultants Praise BN Program 
By Kim Rogers 
Boise State's baccalaureate nursing, 
"plus two" program won praise and 
heavy support from consultants hired by 
the State Board of Education during the 
recent nursing education curriculum 
review. 
Continued development of BSU's 
baccalaureate nursing program was one 
of the consultant's top priority items. 
They urged BSU to gain accreditation 
for the program and then develop the 
course for future use as a satellite pro­
gram. 
Citing cheaper costs and an already 
established program, the consultants 
recommended that no new BN programs 
be initiated in Idaho. They did suggest, 
however, that a much needed master's 
degree program be initiated at Idaho 
State University. 
Main reason for the curriculum review 
said Dr. Clifford Trump, deputy director 
for curriculum planning for the State 
Board of Education, came from gener­
ated interest in nursing because of 
increased job possibilities for nurses, 
changes in the nurse's role, and the large 
number of health organizations inter­
ested in nursing education. 
Consultants hired for the job are Dr. 
Rose McKay, Professor of Nursing from 
the University of Colorado Medical 
Center; Ms. Mary Searight, Chairper-
son, Department of Nursing at Califor­
nia State College of Sonoma; and Sister 
Kathleen McKiernan, Director, Depart­
ment of Education National Association 
for Practical Nurse Education and Ser­
vice, Inc. 
Dr. McKay and Ms. Searight spent a 
week visiting nursing programs at BSU, 
LCSC, ISU, North Idaho College and 
CSI. They also visited the program at 
Ricks College, a private school which 
participated in the curriculum study. 
Sister McKiernan gathered informa­
tion on practical nursing programs 
throughout the state, but only visited 
two curriculum sites. 
Recommendations and conclusions 
from the consultants were presented 
February 10 and 11, but a final written 
report of the findings won't be ready 
until sometime in April. According to 
Dr. Trump, State Board review and 
action will be most concerned with that 
written report. 
Vahey Presents Sell-Study 
Each school was requested to prepare 
a self-study and department chairper­
sons presented their overall finding to 
the consultants. Dr. JoAnn Vahey, 
BSU's Nursing Department chairwoman 
stressed the need for 1) development of 
specific role designations for graduates 
of each program and 2) continuing rela­
tionships with the consumer patient. 
"Each program (BN, AD and PN) 
remains faithful to its mission at BSU, " 
explained Vahey. "Our nursing depart­
ment does not try to be all things to aU 
people. We have tried to keep that 
fidelity." 
Vahey also cited the need for a 
graduate pool that exceeded the national 
demand by one·third. "It is a fact that 
two-thirds of aU licensed nurses in the 
country today are actively employed at 
one time. Further, Idaho continues to be 
a debtor state, importing more nurses 
than we export. " 
Program costs were a major thrust of 
Vahey's presentation. She pointed out 
that federal funds supported about 
twenty-three percent of their operating 
costs and that the seventy-two thousand 
dollar Kellogg Foundation grant money 
is due to terminate June 30 this year. 
The Kellogg money was used to initiate 
BSU's baccalaureate program. 
Consultant Conclusions 
Dr. McKay and Ms. Searight initiated 
their recommendations with the state­
ment that their findings were "based on 
present conditions and on a considerable 
amount of information, but may be sub­
ject to change before the final written 
report is delivered." 
As an overall view of nursing in Idaho, 
the consultants saw a lower pay scale 
/ 
COACHES, PARENTS and friendly BSU folks mingled last week at the second "Outreach" meeting held in Ontario. The series of get 
acquainted affairs will continue in Coeur d'Alene and move to other statewide locations this spring. 
Festive Menu Spices RoUtine 
Ticket-holding diners at the Student 
Union dining room have been getting an 
extra wallop of calories, in festive 
fashion, to spice dull winter days and 
keep energies high against the deep­
freeze days of late. 
Right on the heels of an early-Febru­
ary "Chinese Fantasy" dining night, 
ARA Food Services chefs turned out a 
second unusual change in pace for the 
student diners Tuesday, Feb. 15. 
The latter was a "Farmers' Market" 
party meal served among appropriate 
decorations and musical accompaniment 
to all BSU food service meal plan ticket 
holders. 
Students picked their favorites from 
six 'farm house" specialties, arranged on 
separate buffet serving stations. They 
ranged from a "Mexican Kitchen" selec­
tion of enchiladas, tacos, burritos and 
refried beans to a "German House" 
heavyweight menu of grilled bratwurst, 
knockwurst, sauerkraut and German 
cheeses. 
At another "American Farm House" 
station, diners could load up on grilled 
ham and sausages, alongside buttermilk 
hotcakes, with a side of potato "tots." 
ARA cooks opE'ned the special meal 
with a juice and fruit "bar" station, 
closed the diners' evening with slices of 
baked Alaska, carrot spice cake and 
honey crumb crunch bars. 
At the earlier "Chinese Fantasy" 
night, the feature item was Chinese pork 
roast, sliced and ladled with plum sauce, 
alongside heaping mounds of Chow Mein 
and tureens of eggflower soup. 
ARA Manager Sam Marotto, whose 
firm just received approval of their 
1977-78 food service plans for BSU stu­
dents, says the special meals are as 
much fun for his people to prepare as 
they seem to be for the student diners. 
"We bring all our staff people in on 
these special nights, with decoration 
and menu ideas. They know the 
students' tastes because many of them 
are students, themselves," he explains. 
that in many cases did not compete with 
surrounding states. They found little 
pay difference between ADN and BN 
staff nurses, and therefore little ad­
vancement incentive. 
Continuing education and community 
interchange for nurses in Idaho was 
"minimal," although they did praise BSU 
for its "commendable use of clinical 
appointees at Mercy Medical Hospital in 
Nampa." 
"There seems to be no master plan for 
nurses to meet the state's needs, let 
alone trying to help meet nationwide 
preventative medical needs, " continued 
McKay. 
Dr. McKay praised doctors who had 
begun treating nurses as colleagues and 
team members, but severely criticized 
"some doctors' idiosyncrasies in continu­
ing to expect nurses to be handmaidens." 
All institutions were urged to continue 
searching for a "full complement" of 
faculty with master's level education. 
The efforts to upgrade nursing education 
in Idaho were praised as "notable and 
commendable in that most programs 
didn't shortchange academic emphasis 
for clinical practice. " 
"General observation and questioning 
uncovered no one that seemed severely 
dissatisfied with nursing graduates," 
explained Ms. Searight. "We did find 
that newly graduated nurses were 
expected to have the highest conftaence 
in serious skiU areas even if they were in 
their first weeks of work." 
It was the consensus of all consultants 
that institutions hiring nursing gradu­
ates should offer a better plan for orien­
tation. "The national trend is six month·, 
orientation for new nurses, " explained 
Dr. McKay. "We realize that this il 
sometimes difficult and very costly for 
some smaU tnstitutions." 
Mercy Medical's nursing dire!!tor, 
Betty Vivian, was quick to respond to 
the orientation suggestion. "At present 
costs, a six month orientation program 
for each new nurse would mean about 
five thousand dollars, and we can't have 
one neophite nurse teaching another; we 
just can't cut these things." 
All consultants agreed and urged that 
additional state funding was needed 
before any of their recommendations 
could be initiated. They cited the low 
state support and faculty reliance on 
capitation money that was different each 
year as main problems. "If you do not 
get any new state money then consum­
ers are ultimately going to have to face 
bed closures. You must not let current 
programs lose their funding," stressed 
Ms. Searight. 
U of I representative Robert Coonrad 
responded with heavy audience support, 
"I think it would be really criminal if this 
report makes taxpayers comfortable. " 
Top priority for BSU was to obtain 
accreditation of the BN program by 
spring 1978 and continue development of 
that program as Idaho's main supplier of 
baccalaureate training. 
Master plan for BSU through 1982 
called for development of the BN pro­
gram into satellites that could be 
exported as cooperative training courses 
to LCSC, CSI , on to Coeur d'Alene, 
Pocatello and possibly Idaho Falls. 
One jag in the proposed master plan 
was interjected by Milton Small. "What 
do you do if the legislature does not allot 
any new money to nursing over the next 
few years? This funding problem was not 
a high priority on their list, it was not 
even on the Governor's recommenda­
tions!" 
McKay responded, "You are asking 
me to perform a miracle. On the black 
and gloomy side, I guess we would have 
to say that each institution should look at 
its priorities and possibly pull some 
money from other areas that are lacking 
in enrollment. 
"If all else fails, it is my recommenda­
tion that you just try to survive! But the 
main advice we can give is to seek 
accreditation fur those programs alredy 




By Dyke Nally 
Alumni Director 
I want to take this opportunity to 
extend a special thank you to Mr. and 
Mrs. William Langroise for deeding 
their lovely home to Boise State Univer· 
sity. 
A gift of this kind is indeed very 
unique. A gift of money is wonderful and 
badly needed at BSU, but something as 
sentimental as a private home is almost 
unheard of. 
Boise State is the only state university 
that has not had a president's home. 
ISU, U of I and Lewis & Clark aU have 
president's homes, and to my knowledge 
all have been built or purchased with 
statefuTuis. 
I, for one, believe in president's 
homes. They serve many worthwhile 
purposes other than merely a home for 
the presidents. Numerous functions are 
held involving faculty, students, alumni, 
legislators and visitors to the campus, 
city and the state. 
From these gatherings, a better 
understanding of the university's pro· 
grams, its needs, and future result. 
Members of the Alumni Association 
ha1:e asked me from time to time over 
the pu�;t three years why BSU did not 
hat·c a president's home. My answer was 
alU'O.,IIS the same: "We are still trying 
drspcrately to catch up on aU of our 
building and 'Instructional needs at BSU. 
Dr. Barnes has so many priority budget 
items ahead of a president's home that 
u·e probably 11ever u·iU have one. " 
Thanks to Mr. and �trs. Langroise the 
problem is solved for BSU. The generous 
gift has been deeded to the university to 
be used exclusively as a president's 
home. 
The Langroise home will remain their 
residence as long as they wish, and 
someday the presidents of  BSU will 
appreciate the privilege of using that 
fine estate for the benefit of Boise State. 
BJC Grad in Top Bendix 
William M. Agee, a Boise native and 
BJC graduate who is president of the 
Bendix Corporation, was elected chair· 
man and chief executive officer of the $3· 
billion-a-year firm, the board of direc· 
tors announced. 
He will replace W. Michael Blumen· 
thai, who has been named secretary of 
the Treasury by President Jimmy 
Carter. 
Agee's appointment quickly thrust 
him into the national spotlight as one of 
America's youngest executives at age 
39. His rapid rise to the top from his first 
job at Boise Cascade was highlighted in 
the February 21 issue of Time magazine. 
The Bendix Corporation, headquar­
tered in Southfield, Michigan, specializes 
primarily in automotive, aerospace and 
electronic equipment. It is one of the 
largest in the nation. 
Agee served as chief financial officer Bill Agee 
Agl'(' said Hl•ndix will continue to 
folio\\ the business strategies and pro· 
grams that have worked so effectively 
for Bendix in the 1970's. 
The new chairman was born in Boise 
January 5, 1938. He received an associ· 
ate arts degree from Boise Junior Col· 
lege in 1958 and a bachelor of sciente 
degree in business with highest honors 
from the University of Idaho in 1960. 
In 1963, he received a master's degree 
in business administration from Harvard 
Business School. 
Agee was a trustee of the Boise School 
District from 1969 to 1972, a vice-presi· 
for the Boise Cascade Corporation before 
joining Bendix in 1972 as executive vice­
president and chief executive officer. 
He joined Boise Cascade in 1963 and 
became treasurer in 1967. He became a 
Boise Cascade vice·president in 1968 and 
thief financial offiter in 1969. He was 
named a senior vice-president in 1971. 
ONTARIO HOSTS to a gathering of Bronco Athletic Association and alumni members in the Eastern Oregon city, this month, were 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin May [facing camera). They listened intently as Bronco Head Football Coach Jim Criner [left) reviewed year's 
recruiting activities and hopes for next season. Mr. May is owner-executive of May Trucking Co., Payette, Idaho, whose residence is 
in Ontario. 
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Weddings 
Terri Ruark wed William D. Myers in 
an Oct. 23 ceremony at the Grangeville 
United .Methodist Church. 
The couple is living in Genesee. The 
bride attended Grangeville High School 
and has one year at Boise State majoring 
in horticulture. 
The groom attended Genesee schools 
and has one year at BSU in Criminal 
Justice. 
Emily Wolle and Michael Hamilton 
were married Dec. 18 in an evening cere· 
mony at the Debonaire in Boise. 
The bridegroom graduated from Boise 
High School in 1974. The bride is a 1976 
graduate of the Boise State University 
School of Nursing. 
The bridegroom is employed by Boise 
Cascade Corporation, while the bride is 
employed at the Boise Convalescent 
Center. 
Elaine Ellis and Carl Stanger were 
wed Dec. 26 at St. Paul's Lutheran 
Church in Boise. 
The bridegroom is a 1964 graduate of 
Meridian High School and a 1969 gradu· 
ate of the University of Idaho. 
The bride graduated in 1968 from 
MHS and in 1972 from Boise State Uni· 
versity. 
The bridegroom is employed at the 
U.S. Air Force Accounting and Finance 
Center, Denver, and the bride is 
employed as a school teacher. 
Bob Becker and Lesa Downs were 
married on Dec. 18 at the Cathedral of 
the Rockies in Boise. 
Lesa is a registered nurse at St. 
Alphonsus Hospital. She is a graduate of 
Boise State University and a member of 
Delta Delta Delta sorority. 
GETTING TOGETHER at Ontario social 
bout: Left, Julie Norton, BSU; Ontario 
friend and Coach Gene Dahlquist. 
Daniel Miller and Kathleen Messuri 
were wed on Dec. 18 in St. Mark's 
Catholic Church. 
The bridegroom attends Boise State 
University. The bride is a graduate of 
BSU and is employed by Boise Anes· 
thesia as a respiratory therapist at St. 
Alphonsus Hospital. 
Marilyn Cosho and James Watkinson 
were married Dec. 2 3  in \'ienna, 
Austria, where both are employed. She 
works for the United Nations and he is 
with the Council for Intercultural Rela· 
tions. 
She is a BSU graduate and attended 
the University of Vienna and Duetches 
Zummerschule am Pazific at Lake 
Oswego, Oregon. Her husband is a 
graduate of BSU and the College of 
Idaho. 
A wedding in the Cathedral of the 
Rockies, Boise, united Terry Lee 
Robertson and Donald Farrington Dan· 
iels Aug. 16. 
The bride has attended Boise State 
and the groom graduated from Ontario 
High School, T\'CC and Boise State Uni· 
versity. Don is employed at Sierra Aca­
demy of Aeronautics in Oakland, Califor· 
nia, where they are making their home. 
The former Arlene Points and Michael 
J. Griffiths were married Dec. 23 at St. 
Mary's. Mike is a graduate of the Uni­
versity of Florida and is employed as a 
pharmacist at Thrifty Drug. 
The bride is a graduate of BSU and is 
employed as a registered nurse at St. 
Luke's Hospital. 
A Christmas decor enhanced the 
Cathedral of the Rockies Dec. 10 for thl· 
wedding uniting Sandra Davis and 
Michael Fouts. 
The couple have attended Boise State 
University and he is employed at CahJ· 
well Memorial Hospital. 
Yvonne Warnock and Michael Klan­
deruf were recently wed in Las Vegas. 
The bride is a graduate of Nampa High 
School and attended Northwest Naza 
rene College and BSU. She is currently 
employed at Consolidated Service Indus· 
tries. 
The groom graduated from Henderso:1 
High School and is employed by Dunes 
Hotel and Country Club. They will 
reside in Las Vegas. 
Making their home in Salt Lake City 
are Mr. and Mrs. John J. Bleymaier, 
who were married there in St. Ambrose 
Catholic Church Nov. 26. The bride was 
a Rotary exchange student to New Zea· 
land and attends the University of Utah 
School of Nursing. Her husband attend· 
ed BSU and was graduated from the 
University of Utah. He is employed at a 
Salt Lake realty firm. 
Dean Hodges was named Senior Vice­
President of the Idaho First National 
Bank Jan. 21. 
Hodges, a Boise High School graduate 
who attended Boise Junior College, 
entered banking in 1954. He has 
managed various branches within the 
Idaho First system. 
Post 
dent and director of the Boise State 
College Foundation and a director of 
Boise United Fund, Fundsy, Inc., and 
Provident Federal Savings and Loan 
Association. 
He currently serves as a director of 
the Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Com· 
pany, and also serves as a director of 





A former Boise Junior College student 
who worked his way up the journalism 
ladder to eventually cover such events 
as the Olympics and royal weddings has 
returned "home" to Idaho as the new 
publisher of Ketchum Tomorrow, a 
weekly newspaper in the Wood River 
Valley. 
W.F. "Bill" Sunderland, who worked 
with the local UPI bureau while attend· 
ing BJC, is already on the job as editor of 
the paper. 
Sunderland worked for UPI for more 
than 20 years before he joined the New 
York Daily News, a newspaper with 2 
million circulation and a staff of 5,000. 
His career has taken him around the 
world for assignments that included the 
Jacqueline Kennedy-Aristotle Onassis 
wedding, death of Pope John XXIII and 
several diplomatic conferences. 
He also headed UPI's coverage of the 
Winter Olympics in Sapporo, Grenoble 
and last year in Innsbruck. 
When he resigned to join the Daily 
News in 1973, he was general news 
editor of the New York headquarters of 
UP I. 
In an Idaho Statesman article, Sunder· 
land said he bought the small Ketchum 
paper so he could try new ideas. "At the 
News, it was corporate journalism. They 
had the format and I had to operate 
within those limits," the interview said. 
Sunderland was attracted to Ketchum 
because of its resort setting which 
attracts a more sophisticated audience 
than most weekly newspapers. 
"I spent 20 years away from Idaho, 
but Idaho was always home. New York 
is a wonderful city in many ways, but the 
debits are too great. So I decided to 
come home and here I am." 
DANA HUTCHISON, 1976 grad, takes a look at one of the lava tube caves high­
lighted in a study about to be printed in an Oregon geology journal. 
Grads' Study Picked 
An independent study project on the 
Jordan Craters in Oregon done by 
former BSU geology students Dana 
Hutchison and Bruce Otto has been 
accepted for publication in the ORE BIN, 
which is the official journal of the Oregon 
State Department of Geology and 
Mineral Industries. 
It publishes mostly the work of profes­
sional geologists. This article is the first 
ever written by undergraduates to be 
printed, according to BSU geology pro· 
fessor Monte Wilson. 
Debut Done 
Mrs. Robyn Metz Riggers, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Metz, 1723 
Hervey, Boise, performed her debut 
recital in Seattle, Washington at the 
Battelle Research Center Feb. 6. 
Riggers, a Boise State graduate in 
piano performance under Madeleine 
Hsu, is presently working on a master's 
degree in piano performance at Wash­
ington State University with professor 
Loran Olsen. 
A teaching assistant at WSU in piano 
and theory, she will perform a recital in 
Boise later this spring . 
Hutchison and Otto also presented 
their study to the Idaho Academy of 
Science in April, 1976. 
The work done by the students aided 
in the Jordan Crater's clasification as a 
"Research Natural Area" by the Depart­
ment of Interior, says Wilson. 
Both authors graduated from Boise 
State in May. Hutchison worked last 
summer for the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources and then moved to 
Baton Rouge, La. to accept a teaching 
assistantship at Louisiana State. 
Otto worked as a research affiliate in 
the Juneau Icefield Research Project 
last summer and currently holds a 
geology teaching assistantship at the 
University of Montana in Missoula. 
Nichols Gets Grant 
Sue N. Nichols, a 1975 BSU music 
graduate, has been awarded an "Energy 
and Man's Environment" mini-grant for 
spring, 1977. 
The program, designed to educate 
children on conservation of natural 
resources, will be implemented in Can­
yon County #139 school district, where 










It's been a long, snowless winter, but 
the Alumni Board is already "thinking 
Spring!" 
Board member Doug Simmonds is the 
General Chairman of our Annual BSU/ 
Alumni Football Gane. Doug and Dyke 
have already met with Bronco and BAA 
officials to get things rolling. The 
Alumni Wide-Open Golf Tournament is 
also in the planning stage. 
Alumni Board secretary, Michelle 
Morrison, has been selected Chairman of 
the 1977 Spring Installation Dinner/ 
Dance Committee. Both officers promise 
an exciting Alumni Week. So hang on; 
Spring is on its way! 
QuestiOns about adequate legislative 
funding to BSU and how such funding 
compares with the other state-supported 
universities are becoming more a n d  
more prevalent a s  o f  late. Feedback, 
suggestions and questions are coming 
from many areas, one being from 
parents and friends attending the "Out­
reach" programs being presented around 
the state by President Barnes and mem­
bers of the faculty and staff. The other is 
in responses to the FOCUS applications 
blanks. 
Alumni and friends are beginning to 
indicate a growing concern and new 
interests in the quality of academia and 
of general activities at BSU. 
I can only echo the administrators' 
delight in this showing of public interest 
in what BSU has to offer. (Keep those 
calls and letters coming!) 
Some more of those silent supporters 
have been brought to my attention. 
(Those people who support and/or parti­
cipate in various BSU functions but do 
not belong to an organized club, etc .... ) 
Mrs. Kathryn Webster, Jeff Casey, 
and Bill Anderson are just a few of those 
we see at so many functions or silently 
contributing to BSU in other ways. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
A double-ring ceremony at the United 
Methodist Church in Wilder united in 
marriage Jean Gilbertson and Howard 
Tarr Nov. 6. 
The bridegroom is a graduate of 
Wilder High School and attended BSU. 
The bride attended Vallivue High 
School. 
Exchanging vows Oct. 23 were Teresa 
Church and Bruce Garman. 
Both are graduates of Fruitland High 
School and Boise State University. The 
bride works for BSU and he is employed 
by Dawson-Dillon Oldsmobile in Boise. 
St. David's Episcopal Church was the 
setting Dec. 3 for the nuptial rites unit­
ing Brenda Keyse and K. Richard Stan· 
wood. 
The couple are both graduates of Cald­
well High School and the bridegroom 
attended BSU. He is employed at Purple 
Sage Gold Course. 
The former Laurel Spaeth became the 
bride of Thomas W. Mouser Dec. 31 at 
St. Michael's Episcopal Cathedral. The 
bridegroom attended BSU and is cur­
rently employed by KFXD. The bride 
attended the University of Idaho and is 
employed by Lincoln National Sales 
Corporation. 
• A nuptial mass will be celebrated Feb. 
19 in honor of Margaret Black and 
Douglas Burke. 
Miss Black attended Idaho State Uni-
versity where she was affiliated with 
Alpha Chi Omega. She is employed by a 
land title company. 
Burke attended BSC and is in farming 
in the Idaho Falls area. 
BSU's Rosalie Nadeau met old friends 
from Treasure Valley College during 
BSU social affair in Ontario. 
At a candlelight ceremony at the Con­
gregational Church on Nov. 27 Barbara 
Darrall and Glen Kiser were united in 
marriage. 
They are graduates of New Plymouth 
High School. She is also a graduate of 
the Kaley Medical Center and he is a 
graduate of BSU. 
Jobs 
Airman Randy D. Teraberry has been 
selected for technical training at Chan­
ute AFB, Illinois in the Air Force 
weather service field. 
The airman recently completed basic 
training at Lackland AFB, Texas and 
studied the Air Force mission, organiza­
tion and customs and received special 
instructions in human relations. 
Teraberry graduated in 1975 from 
BSU. 
The appointment of Michael Stoeger 
to the Appraisal Department of First 
Federal Savings and Loan Association 
was made last week. 
Stoeger is a former resident of Boise, 
attended Capital High School there, and 
BSU and the University of Idaho. He is a 
former vice-president and owner of a 
Boise construction firm. 
Linda L. Cox was named the Region II 
director for the Idaho Department of 
Health and Welfare. 
Cox has been serving as acting direc­
tor since September. She has been the 
regional program manager of medical 
and financial assistance for the past two 
years. 
She is a graduate of Borah High School 
and Boise State University, where she 
earned a degree in history. 
A new worker in the Youth Services 
section of the Idaho Department of 
Health and Welfare is Gary Lyons. 
Lyons was raised in Boise and 
received a B.A. in Social Work from 
Boise State. He is a youth rehabilitation 
counselor and works with child protec­
tion cases. About 50% of his case load is 
with youth who have been through the 
courts. 
Two BSU graduates have joined the 
staff of Homedale High School. Dennis 
Ankeny teaches business courses and is 
assistant football coach. He received his 
business administration degree from 
BSU and is a graduate of Greenleaf Aca­
demy. He taught three years in Salem, 
Oregon and also attended George Fox 
College. 
Mrs. Barbara Howard received a B.A. 
degree in music from BSU. She teaches 
high school band, choir and drill team 
and also junior high band and choir. 
Spec. 4 Marilyn K. Bickford has suc­
cessfully completed a Medical Specialist 
course at Ft. Sam Houston, Texas. 
During her eight weeks in Texas, she 
studied combat medical support training 
in all aspects of the medical field. 
Bickford is a 1972 graduate of Gooding 
High School and attended Boise State 
University. Prior to entering the ser­
vice, she worked for St. Alphonsus Hos­
pital in Boise. 
/ftJ=ocus & 
-FOCUS Perspective 
Praise for the Imperfect Press 
Because the reporters for this newsmagazine double-up, between edi­
tions, as reporters and researchers on university information for all 
"outside" news and information agencies, we get a fairly unique view of 
how news about BSU is selected, shaped and presented. 
This month, on at least two issues that got big play in the general 
press, we again had reason to thank the founding fathers of this country 
for the American free press system. That ingenious mechanism that 
assures both variety and quantity in vital citizen information showed its 
best and worst features. But the final result was the key value of the 
system -balanced information. 
On the unusual Langroise home gift story, there were as many 
"slants" to the news copy, on television, radio and in newspaper pages, 
as there are stations and printing presses in the area. While there was 
reason to scream "foul" for one reader of one medium, there were 
reasons to salute ingenuity and solid accuracy on the screens and pages 
of most others. In total, people who do their citizenship homework by 
watching more than one broadcaster and by reading a variety of writers, 
got ample information on which to shape their attitude towards the 
event. 
There were similar analysis challenges for the public as the media 
scrambled to offer facts and opinions about the BSU pavilion study. One 
or two "pieces" in print and on television were either badly biased in 
conception or sloppy in homework on necessary facts. But, again, 
viewers and readers got well-researched summaries and less shrill com­
ment from competing sectors of our free press system. Assuming the 
citizen played his role (and it is the one most often overlooked in discus­
sions about "the press" these days) of selective reading and viewing, the 
net "truth" for each person should have been a personal assessment 
made from an ample supply of information, through varied media. 
Thomas Jefferson argued for and won his belief that he would rather 
see a thousand freely published points of view and suffer the occasional 
errors resulting than live under the deadening force of a single 
"controlled" point of view. 
When we see material that we ourselves provide, shaped differently 
than we would have published them, we bite our lip and manfully go with 
Jefferson. On balance, Idaho's press system has done a remarkable 
public information job on issues and events in higher education. In the 
two stories we talked about, we happily suffer a few errors with faith in 
the overall accuracy of the full press system. BCH 
Three Ways to Find A Way 
Both the people who work here and the people who have occasional 
need to come here will be pleased to know that the university really does 
try constantly to make the important business of maneuvering around 
and through our complex campus "community" intelligible. 
Those of us charged with making campus movement and access as con­
venient as possible have spent considerable time, again this month, 
going over the present systems and talking about some new ones. 
To remind readers, here are the ways to "find one's way" now in force: 
First, there is a well-knit campus telephone system, over which the 
General Information operator presides. When anyone, from anywhere, 
dials 385·1011, they can be swiftly switched to any individual depart­
ment or campus agency upon a description to that operator of the query 
that needs to be handled. 
Second, there is the Information Desk at the entrance to the Student 
Union Building that is manned from 8-5 p.m. and stocked with schedules, 
calendars and brochures to provide guidance to anyone heading some­
where on campus. 
Third, as an aid to people unfamiliar with campus geography, there is 
a brochure-sized campus map, surrounded by lists of hard data about 
Boise State University. The folder gives current data about enrollment, 
academic organization, registration fundamentals. even an overview of 
BSU history and special activities. It is free-just ask-at all depart­
ment chairman offices and reception desks in major buildings. 
Two new developments should augment the system. Plans are afoot to 
install a more convenient system of signs at key campus entrances to 
"orient" visitors to campus geography right off. Second, a new campus 
information telephone number that will connect a caller to a recorded 
"quick list" of weekly events schedules, ticket prices, etc. will be put on 
the lines (in the next telephone directory) as a back-up to the General 
Information operator's burden. 
Of course, if all else fails, our own Focus office that doubles as the 
Information Services center for use of professional news media people 
will listen charitably to complaints about the system and keep trying to 
improve it. BCH 
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Dr. John Barnes 
President, BSU 
"0 what a power, the giftie gie us, 
to see ourselves as others see us." 
I cautioned myself to keep Robert 
Browning's famous Scottish aphorism in 
mind the other day when Bob Hall, the 
often-arbitrary publisher of "Focus" 
uplifted my caricature for this column to 
a sudden smile. 
He didn't even ask how I was feeling. 
He just gave me a smile, then mumbled 
something about "The Carter Effect" is 
now "fashionable." 
But then, he pointed out that I HAVE 
been smiling a lot lately, but like Brown­
ing's field mouse, had not "seen our· 
selves as others see us." In this, I'm as 
guilty as the next. We all spend more 
time acute to the characteristics of 
others, but spend little attention on our 
own unconscious manners that make us 
what others see. 
In fact, as I think about it, we at Boise 
State University DO have a lot to smile 
about besides the sudden sunshine now 
warming campus life. 
ITEM-We can see the definite con­
struction schedule ahead on BSU's first 
School of Education "home" building. 
Benefits for students in all campus dis· 
ciplines are just ahead. I n  a month 
faculty and student will also be using the 
new Science Building. 
ITEM-Channel Enterprises, a "half. 
way-house" concept that will help prison 
inmates adjust to a complex world 
beyond prison walls, is a new, active 
social agency in which the University 
played a vital midwife role. 
ITEM-Good sounds for FM listeners 
(and important practical management 
and operations opportunities for Com­
munications students at BSU) are linked 
and lively through KBSU (FM 90.1), the 
long-awaited university radio station. 
ITEM-BSU Foundation, Inc. has 
nursed its assets and broadened its 
policy base cautiously to now stand as a 
vital instrument of assistance to both 
immediate and long-range university 
needs. A great university is not content 
to be tax-supported, it asks only to be 
tax-aided, then draws additional 
strength from private giving via agen­
cies like the BSU Foundation. . 
ITEM-Idaho's legislators show in­
creased awareness, this session and in 
recent years, that higher education must 
grow in resources as a surging state 
population makes more complex and 
expensive demands on its services. 
ITEM- "Right-To-Read" Centers, 
now operating in Caldwell, McCall and 
the .Magic Valley, help less-literate 
adults develop basic skills that most of 
us take for granted. BSU and ISU 
worked hand-in-hand to launch the 
projects. 
ITEM-University School of Business 
and School of Education experts are 
hubs to a new wheel of statewide school 
district assistance projects as the Center 
for Economics Education. It will help 
Idaho's teachers and students-and the 
public-to better understand the effect 
of economic systems on our daily lives. 
ITEM-And, at long last, the Green 
Belt system that is Boise's riverside 
pride is to get its key link through the 
BSU-Julia Davis park footbridge project, 
a blend of efforts by many community 
groups under university leadership. 
ITEM-The Legislature seems ready 
to amend its Longevity Pay Bill to 
include BSU employees who were not 
listed in the 1976 bill. They deserve the 
pay adjustment. 
As I remind myself of these "items"­
they so often get lost in publicity and 
hectic striving towards new objectives 
here-1 find myself grinning again. 
Thanks for the smile, Bob Hall, I now 
realize that it's been there, all along. 
1!Focus 7 
BSU Faculty Researchers into 16 Projects 
Researchers on campus are organizing 
their grant proposals, contract details 
and data for finished products through 
one central location now. the Center for 
Research, Grants and Contracts. 
The system of centralized data at the 
center has led to a better organization 
through which faculty can route their 
research projects, according to center 
director Dr. Rick Hart. 
One phase of the center's responsi· 
bility lies with grant funds provided by 
the State Board of Education. Several 
other possibilities for grants and con­
tracts are available through the center 
and information is readily offered. 
BSU researchers have already begun 
work under the State Board funds on 
::·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:�:�:·:·:·:·:�:�:�:;;;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::�:�:�:�:::·:·:�:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::�:�:�:::::::::::::::::·:·:·:::·:::::::::::·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: 
Private Gifts Help 
By David Lambert 
Development Director 
Since Boise State University is a tax assisted institution, its progress depends in 
large measure on the size of its annual appropriations from the state legislature. 
Naturally, state revenues supply only a limited source of revenue. As a result, 
private support is essential if we are to grow and be able to provide a quality education 
to our students. In decades ahead, private philanthropy will be more important than 
ever to Boise State University. 
Though private support of the University takes many forms-and each is vital to 
helping BSU meet rising costs-bequests and deferred gifts will help ensure the Univer· 
sity's financial strength in the future. 
This form of support is greatly encouraged by the government through favorable 
tax provisions. To be a benefactor of BSU, one need not have great personal wealth nor 
even lose the use of the funds. On the contrary, there are ways by which a donor can 
simultaneously benefit the University and accomplish some highly desirable personal 
financial goals. 
The keystone to estate planning is to make a will, consult an attorney for legal advice, 
and periodically review the will to make certain that it reflects accurately your present 
wishes, personal circumstances, and any changes in legislation. 
Absence of an up-to-date will could lead to serious complications. For instance, your 
heirs may not really know your true wishes in certain matters. Your estate may pay 
higher taxes than necessary. 
If you are considering making provisions for Boise State University, you might want 
to designate your gift as follows: 
1. You might decide to make BSU the Benefactor in your will and give it as an 
unrestricted gift, which can be used by the University in its areas of greatest need. It 
might, for example, use the income from your gift to support or to underwrite a 
scholarship or fellowship. 
2. On the other hand, you might wish to restrict your will to be used by a particular 
school, department, or for any purpose important to you. 
Whatever motivation or interest, you are assured the personal satisfaction of knowing 
that your gift will help Boise State sustain the quality of its programs. 
Your contribution offers some very practical advantages as well. Those advantages 
are as numerous and variable as the tax law and individual estate situations, but the 
fact remains that a gift to BSU is deductible from your estate. Because of this, you may 
find it possible to give more than you thought you could. 
You have two options when giving to Boise State University; you can give directly to 
the institution, or you can give to the Boise State University Foundation, Inc., a public 
foundation organized and established under the Internal Revenue Code, Section 501. If 
you or your attorney have questions regarding the Foundation, you might wish to call 
and speak with me. 
In your will, you can !>pecify that a certain piece of property or a sum of cash be given 
to the institution. A point to remember if you are thinking about bequesting a stated 
number of dollars is that often wills are not revised as frequently as they should be and 
over a period of time inflation can, in effect, devalue the sum named. 
You can anticipate such devaluation as well as assure your heirs their proportionate 
shares by making your bequest a percentage of your estate rather than a fixed sum. 
Estate planning also utilizes the establishment of trusts. You the donor have the 
rights to establish a short-term trust which makes annual payments to the institution. 
Trusts of this type are established to divert taxable income a way from the donor rather 
than to seek a charitable donation. 
Another type is the charitable remainder interest trusts. In this instance you arrange 
with Boise State University or the BSU Foundation to give a sum of money or property. 
In return for this gift, BSU or the BSU Foundation agrees to pay you or your wife an 
annual income for the lifetime of either or both of you, or for any stated period of time. 
These are the ways it may be accomplished: 1 
1. The Annuity Trust: Under this agreement, a trust specifies an annual amount to 
be paid to you. This guarantees that you will receive a specific amount which you can 
depend on every year. 
2. Life Unitrust: The annual payment to you must be a fixed percentage of the 
market value of a trust's assets as determined each year, or alternatively, the lesser of 
five percent of such value or the trust's income other than capital gains. As you see 
there are no guarantees of the specific amount you will receive, and your payments will 
depend on the changing income from year to year. 
3. The Charitable Pool: This way you give the money or property to be placed in a 
common fund or pool. The institution pays your share of the pool's income to you 
annually. In this situation, the annual payment will vary each year. 
As you can see, the above types of arrangements are particularly valuable to the 
older person with appreciated property. If you tried to diversify your holdings, you 
would have to pay capital gains taxes and so lose part of your capital through tax 
erosion. 
Under these arrangements, you exchange your property for a guaranteed income 
without any tax on the appreciation of the property. You also receive a charitable 
deduction of up to 30 percent of your adjusted gross income annually. 
The amount of the charitable gift is determined by calculating your interest and 
subtracting that from the value of the property. 
If you would lil{e more information regarding estate planning, please write to Boise 
State University Development Office, 1910 University Drive, Boise, ldaho 83725. 
topics that range from crayfish to 
migrant labor. Twenty-one professors 
received grants for sixteen different 
research projects this year. Total grant 
money allotted was $51,990. 
This is the second year BSU has 
carried out research with state funds. 
Last year $62,000 was used for Boise 
State projects. 
The sixteen grants selected for 
1976-77 were chosen from an initial list 
of thirty proposals. Final grant choices 
were made by a screening committee of 
all BSU academic deans earlier this year. 
New research funded includes: Seis­
mic Monitoring of Idaho and Adjacent 
States, James Applegate and Paul Don­
aldson ($3,945); 
Vitamin A content of hydroponically 
grown tomatoes, Jack Dalton ($1,100); 
Archeological Investigations at Cathe­
dral, Tank and Higby Caves, Phase II, 
Mario Delisio ($5,300); 
Mechanism of Urine Formation in the 
Aoteonal Gland of Crayfish, Eugene 
Fuller and Robert Ellis ($300); 
Research Proposal Leading to Devel­
opment of an Automated Water Re-
source Information System for Idaho, 
Richard Hart ($5,600); 
Development of an Idaho Economic 
Model, Donald Holley and Peter Lich­
tenstein ($5,350); 
Model for Measuring Effectiveness of 
and Appropriateness of Social Services, 
Richard Kaiser ($1,300); 
History of Migrant Labor in Idaho, 
Patricia Ourada ($2,865); 
Monitoring and Analysis of Incident 
Solar Energy in Boise, Donald Parks and 
Clayton Hahn ($2,800); 
Customer Profile for Liquor Producta 
in Idaho, Duston Scudder and R.D. 
McWilliams ($3,050); 
Japanese in Idaho's Growth and Dev· 
elopment, Robert Sims ($1,060); 
Applied Biostratigraphy of Selected 
Carboniferous Rocks in Idaho and Utah, 
Claude Spinosa ($2,850); 
Multivariate Prediction of Student 
Teacher Effectiveness, Phase II, Steven 
Thurber and Robert Friedli ($6,400); 
Uranium Potential of Southern Idaho, 
Mont Warner ($3,500); 
History of Aviation in Idaho, Wayne 
White ($4,150); 
Idaho Business: Its Future Needs, 
Howard Kinslinger ($2,420). 
Gooding Student 
Earns Indian Grant 
Deborah Louise Becker, Gooding High 
School graduate and former Gooding 
County Junior Miss, is this year's recipi-
Debbie Louise Becker 
ent of a $3,187 fellowship offered 
through the .Indian Education Fellow­
ships Program. 
Listed on the Kalispel Indian tribal 
roles as one-half Kalispel Indian, Debbie 
qualified for the fellowship that runs 
through August this year. Debbie won 
the honor for the most part because of 
her outstanding academic and communi· 
ty achievements. 
Debbie graduated in 1974 and was 
named Gooding County Junior Miss that 
year. She went on to the state Junior 
Miss competition and finished in the top 
ten. 
Rates Up 
Inflation's sting will catch up to dorm 
roomies and food service use'n• next year 
when room and board rates jump six 
percent, latest State Board a.-:tion 
revealed. 
Increased operating overhead, utili­
ties, and food costs were cited as main 
reasons for the rate increases. 
In addition, a snack bar food price 
increase of teo percent will also go into 
effect for the 1977-78 academic year. 
This is the first food price increase for 
the snack bar since July 1,1975. 
A number of capital improvements are 
planned for residence halls and the 
Student Union Building next year. 
After her graduation in 1974, Debbie 
took fourteen credits through the CLEP 
tests and entered BSU as a second 
semester freshman. She is now a senior 
business student majoring in business 
administration. 
Debbie plans to use her education for 
some Indian related vocation, probably 
working on the business side of an indus­
try or firm. 
Other scholarships that Miss Becker 
has received include: 1974 Junior Miss 
award; BSU President's award; Bureau 
of Indian Affairs Grant; BSU Student 
Body awarci and another BIA award. 
Four Tapped 
Four promising young women have 
been chosen as winners of this year's 
American Business Women's Associa­
tion annual scholarship gift. They are 
Sharon Brubaker, Deana Weast, Geneve 
Salove, and Anastasia Sproule. 
The Les Bois Chapter of ABW A has 
been a healthy supporter of BSU scholar­
ship funds for the last twelve years. 
Scholarships are for one semester and a 
stipend is paid to help defray educational 
costs. 
Scholarship winner, Sharon Brubaker, 
is a BSU degree holder in associate nurs­
ing and returned to school to pursue a 
baccalaureate degree in nursing and 
further work in the nurse practitioner 
field. She is a Mountain Home High 
School gradute, 1974, and the daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Brubaker, cur­
rently of Clinton, Utah. 
Deana Weast, freshman accounting 
major, and Geneve Salove, junior 
accounting major, are both from Boise. 
Final scholarship winner, Anastasia 
Sproule is a freshman forestry major 
who graduated from Wood River High 
School in Hailey last year. She is the 
daughter of John and Susie Sproule, 
Ketchum. 
Scholarships are given by the ABW A 
Les Bois Chapter for young career 
oriented women who show a future 
promise in the business world and have 
academic prowess. 
The ABW A is a national organization 
with local chapters across the country 
that incorporate women of all business 
professions. Purpose of the organization 
is to further social growth in members 





Sweet 0Id Bob's 
Sportin' Life 
by Bob C. Hall 
BRONC BACKERS HANG TOUGH, TOO 
Jelling more surely each year, BSU sports fans and coaches are 
proving that the once-common taunt "The Broncos don't know how to 
take a loss" is an empty warning. In fact, the sturdy support given hard­
pressed coaches Jim Criner and Bus Connor this winter proves the 
opposite. 
Criner has been a most-wanted guest at a series of Bronco-backing 
special events this winter where the talk flows with optimism and 
promises of support. In Ontario, Payette trucking executive Marvin May 
and his luscious wife Charley (that's right) gathered Eastern Oregon 
onion farmers and shopkeepers to talk Bronco football with Jim. But, 
happily, the conversation ranged well beyond that, to insights on the 
young men who play the game, their careers, post-college successes and 
the politics of education in general. 
In a sample heartwarmer, someone mentioned that Scott Norman, the 
high school All-American passing sensation for Ontario's Tiger team last 
fall, would probably NOT pass up a chance to accept Harvard Univer­
sity's scholarship offer. BSU has high hopes young Norman (son of BSU 
executive Fred Norman) might still bring his passing promise here. But 
that didn't show. There were nods of approval all around the room when 
Coach Criner supported the youth's interest in "what Harvard can do for 
him." 
Then there were the solid crowds that, hanging in there, turned out 
the past weekend to help the Bronco basketball teams' flickering playoff 
hopes in fresh flame. Contrary to .doomsdayers, Bronc backers have 
proven hardter tnan most m attendance and winter work to sell the 
school's advantage to college-bound athletes. 
As if they've caught that sense of fan maturity, Boise sportswriters 
and broadcasters brightened the winter with some enlightening journal­
ism, too. On KTVB, Larry Maneely produced an even-handed, well­
documented analysis of BSU basketball problems and promise as a 
three-part nightly news mini-series. It was a closely-cut, vividly edited 
film study of a complex sports issue. 
At the Idaho Statesman, young Bronco beat writer Ron Hurrle and 
editor Jim Poore broke a too-old tradition of boosterish Bronco coverage. 
Hurrle's "analysis" columns reached deeper into the problems of a 
sports team than most. He had honest quotes and brave support oi 
Coach Connor, a sure sign of a maturing willingness to give fans and 
writers a pieces of the analysis action by a BSU coach. 
THOUGHTS FROM A BENT CORDOBA 
So there we were, my talkative driver and I, chattering post-party 
gossip as his handsome Cordoba (you know-the one "weeth reech, 
co-reentheeahn lay-thur" interior) raced its headlamps away from 
Ontario on wintry US 80i'l. 
And there we went, off our wheels and off the ice-glazed freeway in 
three slithering, swerving spins from one carom off the guardrail to 
center ice, back to demolish another fender, facing backwards again, 
then whooping over the other bank to take a dune buggy dive down the 
center barrow pit-and stop. 
Only Dyke Nally would give you a ride like that and reach first, in the 
cold chills just after, for the car radio to be sure we hadn't lost the last 
quarter of the basketball game. 
Sitting there underneath two freeway lanes in a bent Cordoba, at 1 
a.m., pondering the criss-crossing headlights that flash by, there's not 
muc.h to do but wait for a wrecker and think of the good things you're 
still alive to remember, this winter. Here are some we talked about: 
Out of it all, Dyke and I mused in the barrow pit, one memory burns 
brightest. There was Frank Sanders and rus lovely Ellie, beaming from 
the Rodeway dais out across a banquet hall packed to the side doors with 
$40 per plate mid-winter football fans circled around Bronco football 
players r •t and present as their guests for the affair. It was "just some­
thing Fr;, .k thought up and kept telling his friends about" at the Inter­
lude lounge. Here one night this month it came to life as a non-occasion, 
no-reason, impromptu tribute to Frank and Jim Criner's future here. 
A round of introductions brought each player to his feet to introduce 
himselt, identify his position and announce his hometown. There were 
plaudits for favorite towns, chuckles at the modesty of some, jeers from 
fellow players at the plumage worn by others. 
Then, standing smaller than most, speaking quietest of all, Kirk 
Strawser took his turn. Before he could finish his name, players around 
him started to clap. Players across the room picked it up. Suddenly, 
every banquet guest was standing, drawn up by applause and unspoken 
respect for a studious, moderately-talented linebacker who could only 
stand in crutches on the sidelines for the final three 1976 games. 
On the dais, Frank chomped his cigar and gulped, Ellie blinked some 
moisture from her eye. 
Dyke and I could still feel the glow, waiting for the wrecker in the 
black barrow pit. 
Broncs, Zags, Van 
By Bob C. Hall 
With one hope gone-the big one­
Boise State's basketball Broncos have 
just one revenge date and one "pride" 
date left to interest themselves and their 
fans, this weekend. 
With their Big Sky playoff hopes gone, 
victim of a "last straw" double defeat in 
Montana last weekend, Bus Connor and 
his very disappointed club have still a 
couple of things to settle: 
(1) The team that started the whole 
Bronco slide with a then-upsetting late 
win in Spokane in early January will be 
in the Bronco gym this weekend, Feb· 
ruary 25. Squaring things must be the 
only Bronco interest in this one. 
(2) A team that no Bronco, player or 
fan, can ever stomach giving a sports 
contest away to, will follow the Zags to 
Boise for a season-ending clash between 
BSU and the Idaho Vandals. 
Of the two games, Idaho will provide 
most fun for fans, based on past perfor­
mance, while Gonzaga may be the grim­
mer of t he two. 
Gonzaga Showed The Cracks 
Most team members remember how 
the Broncs opened their then-bright Big 
Sky campaign hopes by jumping out to a 
fair early lead over the Zags, in the first 
game between the pair that also opened 
the conference season. 
Few will forget that, somewhere there 
in the second half, as the Broncs refused 
to exploit opportunities and an underdog 
Gonzaga kept closing the gap, signs of 
the future were being clearly seen. 
In a scary way, the Bronco's double 
losses to Montana and Montana State 
both seemed to reveal those same 
Bronco problems that made them the 
league's most disappointing campaigner 
this year. 
There was a failure of Bronco "big 
men" to dominate either game last week, 
a problem that was masked last January 
by.occasional rebound runs by John 
Mayfield. 
Runs that shows promise, but never 
consistency. 
There was Steve Connor, canning 24 
points against Montana as the Broncs 
went down late. fighting: and then slid­
ing to a mere 6 points as the Broncs fell 
apart in the stretch before Montana 
State pressure Saturday. 
The 72-67 Montana win over BSU was 
a typical thriller. a script repeated at 
Gonzaga and several times since-the 
Broncs looking like a cruising winner for 
three quarters, then fading to turnovers 
and over-tight shooting in the losing 
stretch run. 
The Other Half As Bad 
The 87-73 Bobcat drubbing Saturday 
was typical of the other half of the 
Broncos bad season. Some nights, 
nothing worked. 
, 
Curiously, BSU's Saturday date with 
,. Idaho could revive one of the year's most 
interesting contests. for Bronco fans to 
watch at home. At Moscow in their first 
meeting. Steve Connor and ex-Bronc 
Jim Smith squared off in a long-range 
gunnery duel that had even a small and 
disinterested Moscow crowd leaping to 
their feet. 
First Steve, then Smith, would cast 
off twenty-foot to thirty-foot "bombs" 
from the opening whistle. After seven 
minutes of play, Smith had hit his first 
six shots and Connor had seven straight. 
In the end, Connor outshot Jimmy and 
the rest of the Broncs outran Idaho to 
the win. 
Even Then, A Press Hurt 
But even that one had made Bus 
Connor angry. Those nearby could see 
the frustration as Coach Connor, for 
what may havu been the first time this 
season, faced the fact his team was emo· 
tiona! and unstable against a press, in 
late going. 
He had watched the Broncs, expected 
to be a veteran. championship quality 
team, blow a 17-point second-half lead, 
to a squad of freshmen and middle­
quality sophomores who play for Idaho 
this year. 
In the end, even the Broncos couldn't 
STEVE BARRETT hung there 
lals Face Deja Vu 
Jose to Idaho, who managed to avoid the 
victory and send Bus home with at least 
a split in that series. He also had a split­
ting headache over what he began to 
realize was going to be a struggling 
season. 
The struggle ended, in title terms, last 
weekend in Montana. This weekend, at 
home against the two teams who started 
it all, the Broncos will go for pride. 
l hot streak ... HOLDING HANDS are Steve and Dan ... 
.1!Focus 9 
ALWAYS ON TOP, Steve Needs and Tim Matthews 
WTestlers, Women, Keep 
Bronc Sports Spirit Up 
BSU's fast-coming wrestlers raced to 
a pair of dual meet victories here in their 
final tune-up matches before the Big Sky 
meet March 4-5. 
The wins came at the expense o f  
Weber 33-8 and Montana 27-9. They rr.n 
-----
ALSO ON TOP, Steve 
Needs, Steve Holiday. 
the Broncos dual mt•<•t string to nine 
wins out of the last ten matches. 
The streak was broken only by Urig 
ham Young's win last Feb. 5. Tht• 
Bronco's dual meet re<•ord now stands 
even at 10-10. 
Earlier this month the BSU squad 
took seventh at the New �lexit·o Tourna 
ment in Albuqt .. •rque. Nampa st•nior 
Steve Needs plan•d second at 190 lb�. for 
BSU's top finish. 
The meets were held lwtween st.•ssions 
at the Idaho State High School Wrestl­
ing Tournament in Brom·o Gym. 
Nation's Top Defense 
Boise State's \\ om" n's basketball team 
proved once again why it's tht• North 
west's number one defensive team 111 a 
65-39 victory over Central Washington 
State. 
That win put the Bronl•'s st'a!'>on 
record at 11-3 and gave them a solid �rip 
on at least a third place ranking in lht• 
!';orthwest polls. 
Rebounds told the story last wt·t•k as 
the BSU girls took down 50 board� t'Oill· 
apred to 26 for CWSC. 
Scoring was led by center JoAnn 
Burrell with 25 and Kendra Falt•n \\ ith 
10. BSU put up 61 shots and had�� drop 
for a hot 47 percent from the field. 
The. win comes on the ht>als of l wo 
other victories over Idaho 76-H and 
Washington Statt•, 70-50. 
In future action the BSU girb will 
mt.•t•t Flathead Community Collegt• at 1) 
p.m. in the Hrom·o Gym Feb.- 2-1 and 
Portland State at 5:-15 Saturday in a Jll'l' 
liminary to thl' BSl' -llof lnwn\. clash. 
BSU Football pia) er& were guests of 
Frank and Ellie Sanders and member& of 
the "Interlude Boosters" at the Rodeway 
Inn this month. 
,.. 
... , 'i ) 
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'Sosh' Interns Take Job to Heart 
By Kim Rogers 
Abused and neglected children, par­
ents and social work students have 
become recipients of a successful train­
ing program created between Boise 
State University and Idaho's Health and 
Welfare Department. 
The field training program is super­
vised by Irene Wilcox, former BSU 
Social Work department head and visit­
ing professor. Costs are funded by a 
training and teaching grant awarded by 
the regional commissioner, Social and 
Rehabilitation Service, U.S. HEW. 
Mrs. Wilcox was asked to supervise 
seven social work interns chosen to work 
sixteen hours per week for the 1976-77 
academic year. All seven interns are 
receiving educational costs, travel pay 
and a stipend for the year. 
Purpose of the training unit is to allow 
SOCIAL WORK INTERNS involved in child protection cases are: [seated I to r) 
Mary Barrett and Susan Buttner; [standing I to r) Doug Mares, Karen Thomas, 
Connie Urresti, and Lorna Brush. Also in the program but not pictured is Bob 
Tadlock. Advisor is Irene Wilcox. 
social work students ftrst-hand experi­
ence with child abuse and neglect inves­
tigations, family counselling, referral 
decisions. assisting in Juvenile Court 
presentations, as well as working with 
foster homes, law enforcement bodies, 
and the medical profession. 
In some cases, according to Mrs. Wil­
cox, the student is exposed to the "total 
system where he accompanies the social 
worker on the original call and follows 
the case from beginning to end." 
"These seven students have really 
become involved more than just their 
sixteen hours a week," explains Irene. 
"They have spent many evenings and 
weekends making popcorn balls and 
taking children swimming and that sort 
of thing." 
This training unit serves families and 
children in Region IV which includes 
Ada, Boise, Elmore, and Valley counties 
with a combined population of about 
250,000. 
Students involved in the field training 
unit are Karen Thomas, junior from 
Coeur d'Alene; Bob Tadlock, senior from 
Mountain Home; Connie Urresti, senior 
from Boise; Lorna Brush, also a senior 
from Buhl; Doug Mares, Boise junior; 
Mary Barrett, senior from Aberdeen; 
and Susan Buttner, senior from West 
Point, Connecticut. 
Karen Thomas has worked extensive­
ly with juvenile case work and the 
juvenile court system; with child abuse 
and neglect and has had some exposure 
to foster care licensing. She also worked 
with the attorney general's office on one 
case and the community mental health 
people on another. 
Ladies 'Muscle-In' Weight Room 
By Larry Burke 
Even in these liberated times, the 
weight room has been a traditional bas­
tion of male machismo. 
Long the sole property vf muscle 
rippling football players and health body 
builder types, tradition has long tagged 
that straining, sweaty world "Men 
Only." 
Not any more. 
Starting this spring semester, Boise 
State's weight room has the feminine 
touch as women turn to weights as yet 
another method to round slightly bulged 
figures into shape. 
The catalyst who is wreaking havoc 
with tradition is Dr. Sherm Button, who 
has some 40 women signed up for his 
class politely called "Resistance Exer­
cises for Figure Control." 
In short, the course is designed to help 
girls lose crucial inches from "fat 
deposit" areas like hips, arms and 
thighs, explains Button. 
Through a selective weight program, 
almost all of them will succeed, he 
claims. 
Button doesn't guarantee the students 
will lose weight though, just inches. In 
his class fat is turned back into muscle, 
which doesn't necessarily mean a weight 
loss. 
"The best way to lose pounds is to con­
trol what we put in here," he says point­
ing to his mouth. 
Button stresses to his students that 
they can't come in twice a week, pump 
iron for an hour, and walk out with 
Farrah Fawcett bodies. 
"We live in a society where we think 
we can put in a nickel and out comes a 
beautiful body. It isn't quite that easy." 
A big part of his job is to make sure his 
students realize that. 
"I want these girls to be comfortable 
when they walk in this room. Weight­
lifting is boring ... they have to know 
what they want from within. I try to 
develop that." 
Once the girls realize how important 
weights can be, they usually stick with 
it, he says. To help, Button shows them 
how to build their own weights and exer­
cise aids so they can continue in their 
own homes. 
He says he always finds himself on the 
first day of class dispelling a host of 
popular myths that have spread about 
women weightlifters. 
"' 
It's "impossible" for females to develop 
muscled bodies like men because of hor· 
mone differences. There is no danger 
that a girl will walk out of the class look­
ing like a female Charles Atlas. even if 
she wanted to, he insists. 
As new as the idea is to Boise. it's old 
hat for Button. He taught a similar 
course for eight years in Santa Barbara. 
Calif. before he came here last fall. 
At that school he started the first 
course with one girl. When he left some 
240 took the class in one semester. 
Wherever he's been. the reaction to 
the idea has been "tremendous," he 
says. 
BSU sophomore Deena Adams was 
typical in her reaction. Red-faced after a 
quick turn at the universal gym, she 
says the class plus a diet have done her 
some good. 
"'It's really helped. The main thing is, 
after Dr. Button puts you through all 
this, you don't want to eat and have all 
that work go for nothing," s�e says. 
GIRLS "pumping iron" have given BSU's �eight room a different touch this 11pring 
as the sehool starts a new class in figure control for women. 
Bob Tadlock has been mainly involved 
with youth rehabilitation cases and child 
neglect. He cited one case he was 
wrapping up as a success story. "I was 
working with one young mother helping 
her develop parenting skills to motivate 
a good child-parent relationship. We 
have really accomplished a lot and I 
think we have come a long way." 
One aspect of working with foster 
homes and children is serving as an 
intermediary between the agency, foster 
home, and parents. Connie Urresti is 
heavily involved in this type of social 
work and has also been exposed to adop· 
tion proceedings. Connie is currently 
working with a teenage girl who has 
been in state custody for thirteen years. 
Connie also travelled to Edgemeade, a 
residential treatment center in Mountain 
Home that works with emotionally dis­
turbed children to observe and gather 
information. 
When three of the interns went to St. 
Anthony, Idaho to observe trt>atment 
there, Lorna Brush went along to bolster 
her experiences with child protection 
and youth rehabilitation. Another study 
trip is planned later this semester to 
Blackfoot. 
Doug Mares has tra veiled extensively, 
visiting agencies in Horseshoe Bend, 
Kuna, and Meridian. He is now working 
with a teenage boy who was living in a 
group home with no plans for the future. 
That boy is currently in school, holding 
down a job and has set some goals with 
Doug's help. 
Mary Barrett is ill'proving her social 
work skills as a "big sister" and works 
extensively with youth rehabilitation. 
She was fortunate to have followed one 
case through from the initial call, to 
psychological reviews and final place­
ment for the client in a foster home. 
Mary also worked as an intermedia-ry­
between a mother who moved out of 
statt- and her child who had been placed 
in a loster home. 
Susan Buttner worked with an extra­
ordinary case where a young man simply 
"turned up" with no memory of his past 
(at least none that he would divulge). As 
a practicing social worker would do, 
Susan delved into all the leads she could 
find, corresponded with people across 
the country, but still couldn't find any­
thing about the boy's pao;t. 
Many reason� were gin�n for estab­
lishment of the field traming unit indud 
ing the fact that caseloads have 
increased drastically in the field of chil­
dren and family services. More Idaho 
parents are also in need of services to 
assist in raising childn•n and the final. 
most important reason for establish­
ment of the training unit is to allow 
BSU's Social Work department this 
much needed in-service education for 
social work students. 
Math Meet Set 
Math teachers and experts from 
throughout the U.S. and Canada will 
converge on Boise's Rodeway Inn March 
17-19 for a meeting of the National 
Council of Teachers of Mathematics. 
The group of 400 will meet for three 
days tilled with workshops geared to 
help elementary, junior high, and high 
school teachers in their math methods. 
It is one of 11 similar regional meet­
ings held during the year. 
The conference will attract seminar 
leaders from several universities and 
school districts, including University of 
Wisconsin, Purdue, University of Ore­
gon and University of Manitoba. 
Teachers are expected from all the 
Western states and Canadian provinces. 
Included on the program will be a 
general address by national council 
president John. Egsgard at 5:30 p.m. 
Thursday. Speaker for the Friday, 7 
p.m. banquet will be Los Angeles scho.H 
math consultant Charles Allen. He will 






Years ago, when Johnny was guided 
by idols like Broderick Crawford and 
Jack Webb, the fondest dream of every 
boy was to grow up and become a 
policeman. 
Crawford and Webb have since faded 
from the scene, and so has the popular 
image of the men in blue, who emerged 
from the turbulent 60's with a "bad guy" 
label. 
Now Boise police could lose that 
tag-at least in the eyes of grade school 
students-if a new program soon to start 
is successful. 
With the help of a $107,000 grant from 
the Law Enforcement Planning Commis· 
sion, local police will be placed in most 
Boise elementary schools to teach 
classes, act as resource help, and get to 
know the kids. 
The idea behind the project, according 
to BSU psychologist Dr. Steve Thurber, 
is to keep uniformed poli1.-e constantly 
around children. With police at the 
schools every day, he thinks the young 
students will come to accept officers in a 
more positive way. 
"About the only time students see 
police is when there is trouble. The 
assumption with this grant is that school 
kids will identify with officers and sec 
them as friendly human beings." 
Thurber, as director of evaluation and 
training, says the project could have an 
important effect on the children's 
behavior. 
Once the kids see the police in a 
positive light, he thinks their respect for 
other authority figures could increase. 
That could mean a reduction in problem 
behavior. 
To-guage that, Thurber will survey 
teachers, resource officers and others to 
get "baseline" information on such 
things as vandalism, aggressive acts and 
other misbehavior, before the police 
arrive. 
As the project goes along, he will 
continue to measure these things to see 
if the new police image will reduce school 
problems. 
One important source will be the 
caseload of resource officers. If  that 
declines, it could mean respect for 
authority has increased among the 
students. 
Police won't be put into the pressure­
cooker atmosphere of the elementary 
schools without some special knowledge. 
Thurber, Robert Freidli, Mark Snow 
and other BSU professors will put them 
through a month of "rigorous" training 
in subjects like child development, 
educational psychology and school organ­
ization. 
Armed with that knowledge, five or 
six police will rotate in all but a few of 
Boise's elementary schools. 
Most of the police in the project will be 
on the force already. They will be chosen 
for their ability to "foster identification" 
and get along with kids, says Thurber. 
If the first year is successful, the grant 
could grow to a $300,000 total over a 
three year period. 
Most of the money will go to replace 
the officers who will be relieved of their 
regular routine to work in the schools. 
Singers Travel 
Boise State University's Meister­
singers and Chorale will take to the 
road later this month for a series of 
concerts in Idaho, Washington and 
�fontana. Included on the tour stops 
will be Feb. 27, Lady of the Lourdes 
Church, Spokane; Feb. 28, West 
\'alley High School, Spokane and 
:\'orth Idaho College, Coeur d'Alene; 
�1ar. 1, Helgate High School, Mis, 
!.Oula and Butte High School; and 
Mar. 2, Idaho Falls and Snake River 
'!igh Schools. 
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:::: A former Cheyenne newspaper editor that includes most major colleges and study of the authors. ::;: 
:::: and a Nebraska poet are among the universities in the U.S. and Canada as In Boise, Western Writers Series :::: 
latest authors featured in the 1977 well as bookstores in England and booklets can be purchased for $1.50 at 
Western Writers Series just released by Europe. the Idaho State Museum, the Book Store 
the BSU English Department. The series will include over 70 titles or the BSU Campus Store. The English 
The annual series of five booklets des- when completed, editors say. In many Department will also fill written re­
cribes the lives and works of Western cases, the booklets are the first complete quests. 
authors. They are researched and 
written by scholars from throughout the 
u.s. 
Featured in the new series is Bill 
Nye, whose Cheyenne newspaper 
"Boomerang" thrust him into the nation· �. � b L "I F AI al spotlight in 1879. Later he traveled on •  ._\  Y UCI 8 • Y 
the lecture circuit with James Whitcomb 
Riley. According to pamphlet author 
David Kesterson from North Texas 
State University, Nye was the "last 
major voice of the generation of news­
paper-platform comedians." 
Another booklet highlights Nebraska 
poet John Neihardt, "one of the most 
vigorous voices" who wrote about the 
rugged spirit and optimism of the West, 
according to pamphlet writer Lucile Aly 
from the University of Oregon. 
Inclusions in the new serie!' along with 
Nyc and Heihardt are titled "Edward 
Ricketts" by Richard Astro from Oregon 
State; "'Gertrude Atherton" by Char­
lotte ::'vlcClure from Georgia State; and 
"Hamlin Garland" by Robert Gish from 
the University of Northern Iowa. 
Boise State began the Western 
Writers Series in 1972. Since then 25 
pamphlets have been printed, including 
titles on Ken Kesey, Washington Irving, 
Zane Gray, Frederic Remington. Bret 
Harte, Mary Hallock Foote, and Vardis 
Fisher. 
Manuscripts were put into pamphlet 
form by BSU English professors Wayne 
Chatterton, James Maguire and Dale 
Boyer, who serve as editors. James 
Hadden is business manager and covers 
were designed by BSU artist Arny Skov. 
The pamphlets have a subscription list 
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Art Show Picks 17 from BSU 
Seventeen Boise State University 
artists have been chosen to exhibit their 
works in the 41st Annual Exhibition for 
Idaho Artists at the Boise Gallery of Art. 
BSU is represented by students, 
graduates and instructors. Ninety-two 
artists from all over Idaho were chosen 
to display their works. 
The exhibit will run from February 7 
through March 9 at the Boise Gallery of 
Chartres Talk 
Malcolm Miller. guide and lecturer at 
the famous Chartres Cathedral in 
France, will be at Boise State University 
for a free slide-illustrated talk Wednes· 
day. Feb. 23. 
He will speak at 7:30 p.m. in the Nez 
Perce room of the Student Union Build­
ing. 
The 42-year old Miller has guided 
English-speaking tourists and students 
through the cathedral since 1958. During 
the winter months he lectures world­
wide on Chartres. 
The huge Gothic cathedral in the small 
town southwest of Paris was built in the 
13th Century and has been a scene of 
Christian pilgrimages ever since. 
Regarded as one of the finest exam­
ples of Middle Age architecture, its 
stained glass windows are considered by 
experts as some of the best in the world. 
The present restoration of the win· 
dows was featured in a January issue of 
Time magazine. 
In addition to his guide duties, Miller 
also directs students from St. John's 
University in Minnesota who study eight 
weeks each summer in Chartres. 
Miller worked closely with Kenneth 
Clark in the filming of Chartres Cathe­
dral for the television series "Civiliza­
tion." 
His talk at Boise State is open to the 
public and is sponsored by the BSU 
history and art departments. 
Art. Juror for the Exhibition was 
George Neubert, Curator of Art at the 
Oakland Museum. Neubert surveyed all 
the entries and narrowed the final group 
ilown to fifty-percent. 
"For this year's Annual I have 
included a wide range of styles and 
expressions which reflect a variety of 
expertise and skills," explained Neubert. 
BSU contributors include Dave Bar­
nett, Marsha Barney, Cal Clevenger, 
Paul Feyerabend, Ken Fisher. Beth 
Garland-Ledden, Alan Giltzow, Mark 
Lee, Barbara Robinson and Marlee Wil­
comb, all students. Representing faculty 
are Howard Huff, John Killmaster. Paul 
Proctor and Paul Schlafly. Graduate stu· 
dents are Frank Goitia, Dan Looney and 
Lee True. 
Five. cash awards and thirteen judge's 
merit awards were given to artists who 
represent not only the highest technical 
skills and competence in their specific 
medias, but who also demonstrate inno· 
vation and personal expression, accord­
ing to Neubert. 
Marsha Barney. Howard Huff, Dan 
Looney, and Lee True all received 
Judge's Merit Awards. Ken Fisher, and 
John Killmaster each received cash 
awards for their art work. 
TA Festival Draws 600 
Five students from two high schools 
earned Boise State scholarships during 
the eighth annual Idaho Invitational 
Theatre Arts Festival held here Jan. 
27-29. 
Del Corbett, faculty coordinator of the 
three day festival, sponsored by the 
BSU Theatre Arts Department, said 
that 657 Idaho high school students 
attended, representing schools from 
every part of the state. 
The festival included drama and dance 
workshops and competition in six cate­
gories of theatre arts. Noted film actress 
Joan Fontaine appeared as guest per­
former and lecturer. 
Workshops included creative dance, 
movement for the theatre, mime, stage 
combat and film. Many students took 
advantage of guided tours of the Special 
Events Center, said Corbett. 
Superior rankings and scholarship 
offers went to Laurie Weeks, Larry 
Yokum, and Tonitta Taggart, all of 
Nampa, and Barbara Jacobs and Diana 
Lindgren, both of Highland High in 
Pocatello. 
Others earning superior rankings in 
competition and named as alternates in 
scholarship awards were Bill Spearman 
of Boise, Gene Taft of Highland (Poca­
tello), Doug Braley and Scott Malone, 
both of Twin Falls. 
Housing Info 
Now Ready 
Students and potential renters have 
been given a helping hand by BSll's 
Office of Student Residential Life in the 
form of a brochure on off-campus hous­
ing. The comprehensive brochure offers 
tips and helpful information for the 
renter. 
It includes a sample lease and exten­
sive information on such topics as how to 
find off-campus apartments, discrimina­
tion laws involving renting, how to pro­
tect your rights as a tenant, and what 
should be included in a good lease. 
Available free to all students, the bro­
chure can be picked up in Room 110 in 
the Administration Building. The �tu­
dent Residential Life office also offers an 
extensive list of off-campus units which 
are available for rent. 
, 
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Bohner Warns on Firing Process 
After recent Supreme Court deci­
sions, colleges and universities will have 
to be more careful with their hiring and 
firing procedures, according to a Boise 
State University professor. 
Dr. Anthony Bohner, who has re­
searched the area substantive procedur­
al due process, says the days when a 
university could dismiss teachers without 
'"due process" protections are almost 
over following actions by the Supreme 
Court. 
In years past untenured faculty could 
be and were fired at will without hear­
ings, he says. But a 1972 decision has 
• ruled that in certain cases a teacher's 
contract is a property right protected by 
the due process provisions of the 14th 
Amendment, which includes a hearing 
before dismissal. 
The key, says Bohner, is expectancy. 
Most universities hire teachers with the 
belief that adequate performance and 
cooperation will lead to contract renewal 
each year and progression up the univer­
sity ranks. 
Once teachers expect that and aren't 
led to believe otherwise, they may have 
a property right in the eyes of the 
Supreme Court. Teachers who have had 
a series of one-year contracts renewed 
without questi6n have a solid position in 
their claims to a property right, he says. 
The classic case which Bohner uses to 
illustrate his point comes from the Uni­
versity of Texas system, which fired a 
teacher without a hearing after he had 
been judged insubordinate for speaking 
"THEATRE OF THE Absurd" was popular fare this week as Harold Pinter's "The 
Birthday Party" opened Feb. 18. Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. in the Subal Theatre 
through Feb. 26. 
against the school in public. 
But the school's handbook stated that 
a faculty member's job was secure as 
long as the teacher's services were satis­
factory. 
The Court emphasized that if the pro­
fessor could establish his right to a job 
through his prior performance and 
stated university policies in the hand­
book, then he did indeed have a property 
right and a hearing would be required 
prior to dismissal. 
In a case tried at the same time, 
another professor from Wisconsin could 
not prove "expectancy" because it was 
stated in his contract that he was hired 
for one year. 
According to Bohner, those cases 
make it clear that "university statutes, 
faculty handbooks, policy statements, 
customs, oral statements and promises 
to the faculty may form the basis of an 
implied right to a contract." 
"Schools will have to be more careful 
in their recruiting procedures," he says. 
"It should be made clear to the profes­
sors when they are hired what is 
expected." 
The landmark cases could change the 
meaning of tenure, which gives similar 
"due process" rights to faculty granted 
the status. Now that right will be 
extended to alL faculty and the impor­
tance of tenure could diminish, he 
thinks. 
Bohner says the Court cases don't 
mean a school will be saddled with bad 
professors they can't get rid of. But it 
does mean administrators will have to 
comply with procedural and substantive 
due process before they can dismiss 
teachers in the future. 
Ahsahta Honor 
Boise State University's Ahsahta 
Press got a big prestige boost this month 
when The Pushcart Press of Yonkers, 
NY announced that an Ahsahta poem 
would be included in their 1977 volume 
"Best of the Small Presses." 
The poem by Dakota writer Marnie 
Walsh is about life on an Indian reserva­
tion. Titled "Vicki Loans-Arrow, Fort 
Yates, No. Dakota, 1970," it was pub­
lished earlier this fall by Ahsahta. It was 
contained in a book of Walsh's poetry 
called "A Taste of the Knife." 
The Pushcart Press annually conducts 
a nationwide contest to find top litera­
ture 
Walsh's poem is one of only 40 pieces 
that will be printed out of the 3,000 
entries submitted to Pushcart. 
William Matthews 
Poet Matthews 
Here March 10 
Poet William Matthews from the Uni­
versity of Colorado will be in Boise 
March 9-10 as the second in the "Five 
Poets" series co-sponsored by the BSU 
Department of English. 
Matthews will give a talk on "Where 
Poems Come From" and read his own 
poetry at the Boise Gallery of Art March 
9 and at the Lookout in the BSU Student 
Union Building March 10. Both readings 
will start at 8 p.m. 
Matthews is currently on leave of 
absence from his teaching post at 
Colorado to teach poetry at the Univer­
sity of Iowa writers' workshop. 
The poet earned a degree from Yale 
University and did his graduate work at 
the University of North Carolina. 
While there he started the well known 
magazine "Lillebulero," which attracted 
contributions from several prominent 
poets. 
He went on to teach at Cornell and 
then Colorado. 
Matthews, who won a National 
Endowment for the Arts fellowship in 
1975, has authored three books, "Sleek 
for the Long Flight," 'Running the New 
Road," and his most recent, "Sticks and 
Stones." 
Indian Meet 
BSU will host the Sixth Annual 
American Indian Institute late in 
March, announced Dr. Pat Ourada, 
American Indian expert and BSU 
history professor. The Institute is 
slated to be held March 24-25 and is 
sponsored by the BSU History 
Department and the Dama Soghop 
Club [Native American Indian Club]. 
Details will be in the March issue of 
Focus. 
---- ��ocus-People on the Mov·l3!e�------
In Biology 
Dr. Fenton C. Kelley presented a 
paper entitled "Some Aspects of the Use 
of Chemicals in Fish Control" at the 
annual meeting of the Oregon Chapter of 
the American Fisheries Society. The 
paper was presented Jan. 27 in 
Kahneeta, Oregon. 
Drs. Russ Centanni, Eugene Fuller, 
Leo Jones and Gilbert Wyllie attended a 
workshop entitled "Explorations of Birth 
Defects and Genetics" held at the Ander­
son Center of St. Luke's Hopsital Feb. 
4-5. 
Dr. Robert Rychert is providing a new 
dimension to the collegiate courses 
offered at the Idaho State Penitentiary. 
He is presenting Concepts of Biology, 
the first laboratory science to be avail­
able to inmates. 
The January 1977 issue of Idaho Medi­
cal Technologist has published a cross­
word puzzle of immunology prepared by 
Dr. Centanni. 
On Jan. 13, Dr. Richard McCloskey of 
the Biology Department presented a talk 
on environmental awareness to the Boise 
Junior League. 
Dr. Donald Obee, Professor Emeritus 
of Biology, who recently returned from 
Khatmandu Nepal, will serve on the 
Northwest Association Accreditation 
team that will review Northern Montana 
State College. 
Silver Burdette Publishers will use 
one of his photographs in a new college 
level General Biology textbook. 
He will also serve as Director of the 
Conservation and Environmental Educa­
tion workshop to be held July 24-30, in 
Donnelly, Idaho, for the tenth year. 
In Math 
Dr. Rick Ball attended the annual 
· meeting of the American Mathematical 
Society in St. Louis Jan. 26-30 to present 
a short talk on "Uniform Completions of 
Lattice-Ordered Groups." The talk came 
from research done jointly by Ball and 
Otis Kenny. 
In Theatre Arts 
Del Corbett and seventeen theatre 
arts students gave a workshop entitled 
"Living Sculpture: An Approach to 
Creative Dance" at the annual conven­
tion of the Rocky Mountain Theatre 
Association held in Pocatello on Feb. 3-5. 
Dr. Robert Ericson, Delores Ringer, 
and Frank Heise are engaged in prepar­
ing the next Subal Theatre attraction, 
Harold Pinter's "The Birthday Party." 
Ericson is stage director and is being 
aided by Ms. Ringer as scene designer 
and Mr. Heise as lighting designer. 
Dr. Charles Lauterbach has assumed 
the duties of treasurer for the Boise 
Allied Arts Council. 
In Counseling Center 
Dr. Max Callao participated as a direc­
tor in the National Board Meeting of the 
Pacific/ Asian Coalition in San Jose, 
Calif. Jan. 14-16. 
During this meeting a grant proposal 
was written to continue the Coalition's 
funding through the National Institute of 
Mental Health. 
The Pacific/ Asian Coalition deals with 
current mental health problems and 
needs of Pacific/ Asian communities 
throughout the United States. 
Dr. Richard Downs attended the 
National Institute and Conference of the 
American Group Psychotherapy Asso­
ciation held at the Hilton Hotel, San 
Francisco from Feb. 1-5. 
The Institute consisted of a two-day 
intensive small group experience while 
the three-day Conference included a 
variety of workshops for advanced 
psychotherapy training. 
The three workshops attended by Dr. 
Downs were Family Therapy, The 
Etiology of Addiction, Depression and 
Suicide, and an Introduction to Gestalt 
Group Psychotherapy. 
In Education 
Dr. Robert Friedli spoke for the Meri­
dian Lions Club on "Implementing 
Metric System of Measurement" on 
Thursday, Jan. 27. 
David Green chaired a panel of Boist> 
librarians at the monthly meeting of the 
Treasure Valley Association of Church 
Librarians held on Feb. 11. Members of 
the Association met at Second Baptist 
Church, Boise, to discttss problems of 
library administration for church 
libraries. 
Dr. Norma Sadler has been included in 
the 1977 edition of "The World's Who's 
Who of Women", a volume published by 
the International Biographical Center in 
Cambridge, England. 
Dr. William Kirtland made a presenta­
tion to the Boise School Volunteers on 
Thursday, Feb. 3. There were seventy 
volunteers in attendance. 
Kirtland also attended on Monday, 
Feb. 7, the Northwest Reading Consor­
tium in Seattle, Washington, as the 
Higher Education Representative for 
Idaho. The Consortium is made up of 
twenty educators from the states of 
Alaska, Washington, Oregon and Idaho. 
t 
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New Dean Outlines 'Student First' Policy 
Boise State welcomed only its second 
dean in Arts & Sciences this month as 
Dr. William Keppler took over the reins 
of the school from retired Dr. Joseph 
Spulnik. 
Keppler, most recently from Eastern 
Illinois University where he was assis· 
tant to the academic vice-president, 
assumes stewardship of Boise State's 
largest school, with 17 departments and 
200 faculty in areas that vary from 
physics to music. 
A graduate of the University of Miami 
with Ph.D. training in genetics from the 
University of Illinois, the 40 year old 
dean brings to BSU a background that 
includes textbook authorship, teaching, 
research and administration. 
Like so many of BSU's new faculty, he 
came to Boise State because he wanted 
the "new and challenging opportunity" 
to be at an emerging university. 
The chance to develop existing pro­
grams and strike out in some new direc­
tions were big reasons why he took the 
job, he says. 
Bet�een meetings with departments 
and visiting professors, Keppler took 
some time to tell FO CUS what he has in 
store for his school. 
Feds Tighten 
GI Bill Reins 
For Veterans 
Several new changes by the Veteran's 
Administration could affect Boise State 
University students attending school on 
the GI Bill, according to Veterans Affairs 
Coordinator Bob Garrecht. 
He says the VA is imposing stricter 
rules governing veterans' progress 
toward ·their degrees. Students must 
work toward their degrees in an "orderly 
and timely mannf'r" or risk losing their 
benefits, Garrecht says. 
Students who lighten credit loads to 
extend their graduation or take courses 
that don't apply toward degrees will fall 
under the tighter rules. 
Garrecht also says the VA will not pay 
benefits for incomplete, no report or 
withdrawal grades. If the vet has 
already received money for those 
classes, an overpayment will be credited 
to his account. 
Finally, he says the VA will start 
"after the fact" payments starting June 
1. Vets presently are paid one month in 
advance. Now, veterans "must do the 
time before they are paid," he explains. 
One of his pet interests is "interdis­
ciplinary" studies where several depart­
ments combine to offer classes. At 
Eastern Illinois he started a course 
based on the popular public television 
show "The Ascent of Man." After per­
sonally rounding up $8,000 to buy the 
film, Keppler brought 10 different 
faculty members together to teach the 
class. 
Enrollment grew from 75 the first 
year to 286 last semester, including high 
school students and one 78 year old who 
was "fantastic," he beams. 
It's that type of course he'd like to see 
more of here. 
A common thread running through his 
administration will be a strong emphasis 
on student imput. As people who "tell 
you the way it is," he wants students to 
play major roles in Arts & Sciences. 
It isn't idle talk. In Keppler's first 
days here he hopped from table to table 
in the SUB dormitory dining room 
sampling student opinion about academic 
life. 
"I just told them I was new here ... I 
didn't say I was the Dean or they 
wouldn't have talked so freely. They 
really told me a mouthful." he says with 
JUST HIRED Arts & Sciences Dean William Keppler dives into a typical morning's 
paperwork as he begins his first month at the helm of BSU's largest school. 
a grin. 
One student recommendation that 
came out of those talks has caused him to 
push for a new anthropology degree 
here. 
To further underline his "students 
first" policy, Keppler will appoint a small 
student advisory committee that will 
help him with program and curriculum 
development. 
To keep himself "fresh and close to the 
students," he will teach a class, probably 
in his major field of genetics. 
Program development also ranks high 
among Keppler's goals. 
His desk full of papers and forms, he 
pointed to copies of the Western Writers 
Series as examples of the good things 
already coming out of Boise State. He 
wants to continue those types of 
activities and encourage departments to 
aggressively build their other programs. 
Another item he puts high on the 
"futures" list are new facilities for the 
arts. Calling the present situation of 
cramped quarters for music and art 
" abysmal," he says he already has 
started pushing for changes. 
"One of my big goals is to find a better 
home for the arts, humanities and social 
sciences," he says. 
Although he is a scientist by training, 
Keppler emphasizes that he will take a 
balanced approach in his new adminis­
tration. 
"I wear 17 different hats ... not the 
hat of a scientist." 
He takes over the fast-growing school 
at a time when liberal arts have come 
under increasing pressure to turn out 
more job-oriented student graduates. 
Keppler has his own ideas about that. 
"It's not only important to earn a 
living, but it's more important to learn a 
living" is the catchy phrase he uses to 
explain the role of liberal arts. 
Educated individuals, he says, should 
lw especially concerned with values as 
well as facts. A sense of historical per­
spective is important to interpret the 
present and plan for the future. 
"We are now seeing Americans 
become more sensitive to the needs of 
other people. I think liberal arts can help 
that." 
His hroad base philosophy carries over 
to his faculty, which he says should 
include those who do research, teach 
and perform community service. 
Keppler has some strong ideas about 
what his job should be. "I want to main­
tain high visibility with faculty and stu· 
dents. I'm not a high priced clerk ... I'm 
interested in program development 
here," he says. 
---- :diFocus-People on the MOV'f::IO�------
In Social Work 
Dr. Roy VanOrman, Visiting Profes­
sor in Social Work, has been heavily 
involved with his speciality, gerontolo­
gy, recently as a participant in the 
continuing E'ducation course "Retire­
ment Planning " that is coordinated by 
Bob Gibb and Gerald Reed. 
VanOrman also participated in a two­
day workshop in North Dakota working 
with the junior college system there on 
development of the responsibility of 
junior and community colleges in work­
ing with older people. 
From North Dakota, Roy traveled 
south to Sioux Falls and served as a con­
sultant/Educator for the Gerontological 
Association for Training and Education 
in South Dakota. 
Last, but not least, Dr. VanOrman, as 
president of the Western Gerontological 
Society, participated in presentation of 
arguments supporting the Select Senate 
Committee on Aging to the Senate for 
their recent vote on retention of that 
committee. 
Arnold Panitch, Assistant Professor 
in Social Work, was elected First Vice 
President of the Intermountain Associa­
tion of Educators for the Social Services. 
By this election, Panitch will become 
President next year. 
Panitch was elected at the recent 
annual meeting held in Reno, Nevada 
Jan.31. 
On Staff 
Betty J. Brock, Campus Store mana­
ger, has been named Woman of Progrf'ss 
for 1976-77 by the Business and Profes­
sional Women's Club. Mrs. Brock is 
honored as the first woman involved in 
ownership and/or management of a busi­
ness to receive this award. 
In History 
Rolando Bonachea has been appointed 
a regular contributor to the journal 
"Agenda," which is published in Wash­
ington, D.C. by the National Council of 
LaRaza. 
That organization represents most of 
the Mexican-American groups in the 
country. 
Bonachea's first article, scheduled for 
publication in April, will be on "The role 
of Boise State University in bilingual­
bicultural education." 
Dr. Pat Ourada, American Indian ex­
pert, has been asked to serve as 
academic consultant on native American 
segments for a film entitled "Wisc('lnsin's 
Ethnic Heritage." The film is to be pub­
lished by the Liberal Arts Department 
of the University of Wisconsin extension 
school and will be implemented depen­
dent on final approval by the National 
Endowment to the Humanities. 
In Social Sciences 
Dr. Pat Dorman presided over the 
quarterly board meeting held in Boise 
last January by the Idaho Lung Associa­
tion. She is president of the Board of 
Directors of that organization. 
Dorman also was elected vice-chair­
man of the Post Secondary Education 
Advisory Council at a meeting held in 
Boise Feb. 2. 
She also attended a workshop on 
"Violence in Television" held last week 
at the Rodeway Inn. The meeting was 
sponsored by the Medical Auxiliary. 
In English 
Two members of the English Depart­
ment, Dr. Niki McCurry (as conference 
co-chairperson) and Dr. Richard Leahy 
(as conference finance manager), are 
planning the Spring Conference of the 
Southwest Region of the Idaho Council 
of Teachers of English. Their work is in 
cooperation with the State Department 
of Education. 
Dr. Carol Mullaney, Assistant Profes­
sor of English, was recently elected to 
the executive board of the Rocky Moun­
tain Modern Languagf' Association to 
serve a three year term beginning in 
September. 
In Music 
T'' 11 recent music contest winners, 
Meg Rayborn and Melody Youtz, both 
BSU juniors in piano performance with 
Associate Professor Madeleine Hsu, 
appeared as soloists with the Magic 
Valley Symphony Feb. 15 in Twin Falls. 
They performed respectively a con­
certo by Mozart and Chopin Concerto 
No. 2, conducted by professor Lawrence 
Curtis. 
In Business 
Dr. Harold Nix attended the Depart­
ment of Accounting seminar held in 
Denver Jan. 27-28. 
That meeting was sponsored by the 
American Accounting Association and 
brought together about 50 department 
chairmen and faculty for discussions on 
accounting education and trends in the 
field. 
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Day Care Foes-Supporters Clash 
By Kim Rogers 
Day care licensing foes won a tempo­
rary battle last week when the Senate 
passed a motion to hold Senate Bill 1072 
in committee, effectively killing it for 
this session. 
That bill would have provided for 
mandatory state licensing of child care 
centers. Much conflict and often bitter 
testimony was presented before the 
Senate early this month, but the issue 
was never ironed out for a vote. 
Senator Leon Swenson of Nampa 
offered an explanation, "Obviously, 
some kind of standards are necessary, 
but I'm still arguing whether the state 
should supply those standards or wheth­
er it should be left to the local com­
munities." 
Boise State University has an active 
part in training and educating future 
child care center operators and workers. 
The school of education conducts train­
ing through the early childhood center 
and offers an accredited child care pro­
gram that sends the instructor out to 
day care sites for supervision of 
students. 
By Chef La Var Hoff 
Food Service Technology 
Chef Instructor 
Senate Bean Soup 
Since 1904 .when House Speaker 
"Uncle Joe" Cannon thundered, "From 
now on, hot or cold, rain, snow or shine, 
I want it on the menu every day!", the 
popularity of bean soup has spread 
throughout Washington D.C .. .. from 
Capitol Hill to this White House version. 
1 pound navy (pea) beans 
3 quarts water 
1 meaty ham bone 
3 small onions, finely chopped 
3 stalks celery, finely chopped 
1 cup mashed potatoes 
2 cloves garlic, minced 
1/4 cup chopped parsley 
Soak beans in water overnight; drain. 
Pour 3 quarts water into a soup kettle. 
Add drained beans and the ham bone. 
Bring to boiling, skim, then cover and 
reduce heat to a simmer. 
Cook, stirring occasionally, for about 
one hour. Add the remaining ingredients 
and continue simmering for another 
hour. Remove ham bone and cut the 
meat into chunks. 
Return meat to soup and serve hot. 
This recipe is for about two quarts of 
soup. 
Services offered by the State V oca­
tional Rehabilitation Department at 
BSU will change this month as that office 
assumes a new home under a new direc­
tor. 
Mr. Ray (Paul) Rodriguez has as­
sumed the counseling duties for all stu· 
dent Yo-Rehab clients this spring. He 
replaces Gail Getz, who is on educational 
leave m Spokane, Wash. 
Rodriguez will move his quarters from 
the Counseling Center to the Student 
Advisory and Special Services offices in 
Administration room 111. 
His hours will be Monday, 10 a.m. to 
noon and Thursday, 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 
p.m. Students can reach Rodriguez by 
calling 385-1583. 
The other segment of pre-school care 
training comes through BSU's vocational 
technical department. Yo-tech's child 
care program is a two year course which 
is designed for people interested in 
working as a supervisor in private day 
care centers, play grounds, campus, 
nurseries, kindergartens, and child 
development centers. 
Yo-tech's child care course comes com­
plete with lab and an outdoor activities 
center. Here students learn by actually 
caring for pre-school children on campus. 
Twenty-three students are currently 
enrolled in the vo-tech school, including 
both first and second year students. 
Equal time is spent in the lab antl 
classroom toward completion of require­
ments for the two-year degree. 
Joan Lingenfelter, Child Care in· 
structor, reports that many of thetr stu­
dents are very much interested in the 
recent controversy over mandatory 
state licensing and several have attended 
hearings and meetings concerning the 
legislation. 
SILVER AWARDS were presented to outstanding supporters of BSU's vocational 
education program during the recent vo-ed open house and National Vo-Ed Week, 
February 6-12. Many Boise area businesses contribute dollars and materials as well 
as moral support each year and outstanding contr�butors are honored. Silver award 
winners this year included Bob Rice Ford, Norco Welding Supply, Hewlett Packard, 
and Craig Moore, member of the BSU Food Service Advisory Board. Accepting the 
awards were [sitting 1 to r] Bob Trerise, Hewlett Packard personnel manager, Craig 
Moore and [standing 1 to r] Bob McKay of Bob Rice Ford and Dan Steel, Norco 
Welding Supply. 
Governor Evans Gives 
V o-Ed School Support 
National Vocational Education Week 
opened on February 7 with an informal 
lunch and power lineman demonstrati�n 
for Governor John Evans. The Governor 
officially opened the weekly celebration 
with a proclamation signing and short 
supportive speech. 
Before joining vo-tech officials, high 
school student leaders in vo-tech, and 
BSU's vo-tech senators, Governor Evans· 
was guest at a demonstration of skill 
rigged up by the power lineman class. 
Governor Evans cautiously picked his 
way around power poles, transistors, 
cable and limp, unconscious bodies (only 
make-believe of course) to shake hands, 
learn names, and get a closer look at 
some mock rescue operations. 
Open house on BSU's campus this year 
was a low key celebration with classes 
scheduled as usual. Most visitors viewed 
vo-tech programs through organized 
tours that wound through the vo-tech 
complex while classes were in session. 
Under the theme, "Vocational Educa­
tion Builds the Skills of America," Don 
Brennan who serves as executive 
officer for the Idaho Advisory Council 
on Vo-Ed offered these observations: 
"Over eighty-three percent of the jobs 
in Idaho today require some type of 
vocational or technical training. Voca­
tional programs are now available in 104 
of the 106 high school operating 
districts. Over sixty postsecondary and 
adult programs are operated in Idaho's 
six postsecondary institutions." 
At the proclamation signing luncheon, 
Mr. Brennon lauded Governor Evans for 
his past support of vocational education 
and asked for his continued support. 
Nurses Get 
More Grants 
BSU's Nursing department has re­
ceived some fifty-seven thousand dollars 
in capitation grant money plus student 
loan funds to run through June 30. 
State Board action in their last two 
meetings accepted the money that listed 
July 1, 1976 as beginning dates for all 
the projects. 
Capitation grant money for the bacca­
laureate degree program totaled $9,200 
with $34,100 going to the associate 
degree program. Both grants were from 
the Division of Nursing, PHS/HEW. 
The associate degree program added 
$10,774 in student loan funds with $3,550 
in student loan funds going toward the 
baccalaureate degree program. 
These awards represented BSU's 
share of loan funds made available under 
DHEW appropriation act of 1977 for this 
academic year. 
BSU's lab for child care services is a 
fully licensed operation and Joan ex­
plains why. "We feel we need to be 
licensed since we are an example of what 
an ideal child care facility should be." 
Students are exposed to the total pro­
cedure for licensing and are aware of 
what requirements are needed for licen­
sure. "Apparently, we have impressed 
our students with this philosophy," 
explained Joan. "Two of our graduates, 
Diane Gilbert and Patty Girdner, now 
own and operate Chateau Day Care in 
Meridian and they have obtained state 
licensure." 
As the battle continues over manda­
tory licensing, many people are wonder­
ing what will happen to the small time 
operators like grandmothers and single 
women who try to make a living baby­
sitting a small number of children. The 
question has been raised whether it is 
right to enforce a law that might drive 
these people out of work, or are condi­
tions bad enough at some day care 
centers that children must be protected 
no matter what the cost. 
Mrs. Lingenfelter was quick to point 
out that no matter what happens, "A 
well run child care operation can be 
profitable for all involved." 
t77 Boom Year 
In Restaurants 
By Chef La V ar Hoff 
Food Technology Service 
Chef Instructor 
Restaurants are looking forward to 
another boom year in 1977. Americans 
will spend fifty-one billion dollars eating 
out this year, a hefty 12.5 percent 
increase over the $45.3 billion that was 
spent last year, according to the predic­
tions in January's issue of the National 
Restaurant Association publication. 
Menu prices will increase about 6.5 
percent in 1977 against a seven percent 
increase for last year, the association 
predicted. 
Limited menu or fast food chains, 
which this year account for about fifteen 
billion dollars in restaurant receipts, will 
continue as the fastest growing segment 
of the food service industry, forecasts 
predict. A fourteen percent increase in 
fast-food sales is also predicted for 1977. 
Other restaurants and lunchrooms will 
show a twelve percent sales growth next 
year. 
Restaurants in general have had two 
good years since the gas shortages scare 
in 1974 that kept people at home and res­
taurant business withered. 
Today, the restaurant business is 
growing faster than the "buy at the 
grocery store, eat home" habit because 
more people are shifting their eating 
habits to out of the home settings. 
According to the restaurant associa­
tion, Americans are spending thirty-four 
dollars in restaurants for every sixty-six 
dollars they spend in grocery stores. 
Future predictions by the association 
show that by 1980 they will be spending 
forty dollars in restaurants and sixty 
dollars in food stores. 
Lung Tests Raise $$ 
Respiratory therapy students set up 
shop at the statehouse early this month 
as part of a fund-raising program held 
each year. Cost for blood pressure tests 
and lung capacity measures was a mere 
$1. Quite a number of legislators 
responded to the event and some even 
took part in a "display of hot air" that 
helped publicize the lung testing pro­
gram. 
Health students have sponsored the 
body functions tests for a number of 
years for fund-raising projects as well as 
co-spont;Oring a "Lung Blowout" dance 
for the Idaho Lung Association. 
·� 
• 
What's Happening In February-March 
Monday, February 21 
"The Birthday Party" continues at Subal Theatre 
Tuesday, February 22 
Concert, Stan Kenton Band, 8 p.m .• SUB Ball­
room; Students $1, General Admiss1on $4 
"The Birthday Party" cont�nues at Subal Theatre 
Wednesday, February 23 
Lecture by Malcolm Miller, Chartres Cathedral 
expert, 7;30 p.m , SUB Nez Perce Room. no 
admiSSIOn 
"The Birthday Party" cont1nues at Subal Theatre 
Thursday, February 24 
Women's basketball vs Flathead Valley, 8 p.m. at 
BSU 
"The Birthday Party" cont1nues at Subal Theatre 
Friday, February 25 
Fore1gn Film, "Ramparts of Clay," (ArabiC), plus 
short, 7 p.m .. SEC 
"The Birthday Party" cont1nues at Subal Theatre 
Bronco basketball vs. Gonzaga, 8 p.m .. BSU Gym 
Women's basketball, Treasure Valley vs. Portland 
State at BSU, 5 p.m. 
Saturday, February 26 
Last n1ght for "The Birthday Party" at Subal 
Theatre 
Bronco basketball vs. Univers1ty of Idaho, 8 p.m., 
BSUGym 
Women's gymnastics vs. Montana, 1:30 p.m at 
BSU 
Women's basketball vs. �ortland State, 5:45p.m. 
at BSCJ 
Sunday, February 27 
Pop Film, "M*A*S*H,"8 p.m , SEC 
Monday, February 28 
Women's JV basketball vs. College of Southern 
Idaho, away 
Tuesday, March 1 
ACT forms due for need-based scholarships at 
Career & Financ1al Services 
Thursday, March 3 
Women's basketball, Northwest Eastern Region­
als. Moscow 
Friday, March 4 
F:ore1gn Film, "The White Sheik," (Italy) Fellm1; 
plus "Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge," 7 p.m , 
SEC 
Women's basketball regionals cont1nue at 
Moscow 
Big Sky Wrestling Championships, M1ssoula, 
Montana 
Big Sky Basketball Championships, site to be 
determmed 
Saturday, March 5 
Women's basketball regionals continue at 
Moscow 
Big Sky Wrestling Championships continue at 
MISSOula 
Big Sky Basketball Championships cont�nue 
Women's gymnastics vs. Washington State and 
BYU, 2 p.m. at BSU 
Sunday, March 6 
Pop Film, "The Blackbird," 8 p.m., SEC 
Concert: Percuss1on Ensemble, Keyboard Per­
cussion Ensemble, and Chorale; 3 p.m .. Music 
Aud1tonum 
Thursday, March 10 
Poetry read�ng, William Matthews, 8 p.m., SUB 
Lookout 
Coffeehouse, Dave Garets, 7 p.m., SUB Bo1sean 
Lounge 
Mi d-semester reports issued; notification of 
1ncompletes from previous semester; last day to 
file application w1th department for final Masters 
written exam 
Friday, March 11 
Fore1gn F1lm, "Day of Wrath," Oenmark (Dreyer) 7 
p.m , LA 106 
Women's Northwest Tournament, Boise 
NCAA Basketball Regionals, site to be deter­
mined 
NCAA Wrestling Championships, Norman, Okla­
homa 
NCWSA Gymnastic Regionals. Bozeman, Mon­
tana 
Saturday, March 12 
Women's Northwest Tournament cont�nues 
NCAA Basketball Regionals continue 
BSU Base for Aging Workshops 
"Everything you always wanted to 
know about aging, but couldn't find out." 
A well·used phrase, but appropriate for 
the recent change in philosophies about 
involvement with older people, their 
needs and wants. 
That·change in philosophy is apparent 
throughout Idaho and especially at the 
college and university level involvement. 
BSU, ISU and .U. of I. recently nego­
tiated a contracCwith the
.
ldaho Office on 
Aging for a project totaling $19,500 that 
will bring workshops, seminars and 
training programs to people directly 
involved with the care of the elderly. 
This contract and all other training 
programs are being developed to further 
the formulation of a gerontology consor­
tium throughout Idaho. 
Project time is through May 31, and 
involvement will include most of the uni­
versities and colleges throughout Idaho, 
particularly BSU, ISU and U. of I. 
Groundwork was laid by BSU's Social 
Work Department and visiting professor 
Dr. Roy Van Orman, gerontology 
expert. BSU will serve as pivot point for 
the program with the other institutions 
as subbases and curriculum dispatchers. 
"Gerontology Training and Manpower 
Development" as title of the project 
means that training will be brought to 
service workers in aging programs 
throughout six areas on aging in Idaho. 
The workshops, seminars and training 
sessions which are all planned in April at 
six state locations will be designed to 
include staff members from Area 
Agencies on Aging (AAA). nutrition 
sites, senior center, nursing homes, hos­
pitals, agencies (H&W, Mental Health, 
Vocational Rehabilitation, ACTION), 
Councils and others serving older 
persons. 
Dr. Van Orman, in addition to his 
duties at BSU as a visiting professor 
from Utah, serves as president of the 
Western Gerontological Society and 
recently returned from a successful cam­
paign in Washington, D.C. where 
twenty-five state bodies banded togeth­
er to fight for retention of the Senate 
Select Committee on Aging. 
Participation in the gerontology work­
shops is open to anyone desiring the 
training and area agencies across Idaho 
have been asked for lists stating what 
kind of training there would be a need 
for and who wants that instruction. 
"I am very impressed with the cooper­
ation received from area agencies, the 
Idaho Office on Aging and university 
people who are developing this whole 
thing," Van Orman expressed. 
Boise State will host two-day work­
shops in April for Regions III and IV; 
ISU will hold the meets for Region V and 
VI; and the University of Idaho is 
planned for Regions I and II. Informa­
tion can be obtained about the Idaho 
Gerontology Consortium by contacting 
BSU's Social Work Department - (208) 
385-1568. 
Rick's College at Rexburg will be the 
site of a number of workshops in May as 
part of the contract with IOOF. These 
meetings will be part of the State Con­
ference on Aging and Festival of Heri­
tage Arts. 
Topics for the Rick's meetings will 
deal with participation, communication, 
future directives and problem solving for 
the elderly. Health and nutrition, legal 
matters and crime, and public policy for 
agiJ1g will also be covered. 
RSVP [Retired Senior Volunteer Program] provides a number of elderly people for 
use in various projects at Boise State. Here an RSVP volunteer sews for the Adult 
Basic Educ:ation center. 
�US15 
NCAA Wrestling Championships continue 
NCWSA Gymnastic Reglonals continue 
Sunday, March 13 
Orchestra Concert, 4 p.m., Music Auditorium 
Spring Vacation begins 
Monday, March 14 
Spring Vacation continues 
Tuesday, March 15 
Spring Vacation continues 
Wednesday, March 16 
Spring Vacation continues 
Thursday, March 17 
Spring Vacation cont1nues 
Friday, March 18 
Graduate Management Admissions Test, 1-247, 
8:30a m -12p.m 
Spring Vacation continues 
Saturday, March 19 
Sprinq Vacation continues 
Sunday, March 20 
Spring Vacation ends 




Boise State University students will 
be able to attend other schools across the 
nation for one year under a new program 
about to start. 
BSU has applied for membership in 
the National Student Exchange, which 
joins colleges and universities to provide 
students an opportunity to attend mem­
ber schools without going through 
complicated red tape procedures. 
Students participate in the program 
for a variety of reasons, including travel, 
academics, cultural awareness or self 
identity, according to D. Keith Lupton, 
NSE official. 
Application has been sent in and 
verbal acceptance for BSU to join has 
been given by NSE, according to Rene 
Clements, NSE student coordinator at 
Boise State. 
Students can contact Clements or 
Christa Bax at the Programs office in the 
SUB, phone 385-1280, to apply for the 
program. Applications should be sub­
l'l'!itted by the first week in March for 
review. 
Those interested should also attend 
orientation meetings held Thursdays at 
3:30 p.m. in the Bannock Room. 
Clements said the program is already 
off to a "good start." 
"We are looking forward to this pro­
gram because it will benefit BSU stu­
dents and give them opportunity for 
academic development and travel." 
Festival '77 
Plans Shows 
KAID-TV will participate in public 
television's major nationally coordinated 
public awareness campaign, Festival '77 
when it offers two weeks of special pro­
grams March 15-20. 
Some highlights of Festival '77 will 
include: 
Country Music and then some - An all­
star lineup of country music performers 
Sunday, March 6 at 7 p.m. 
Asmat- A 60-minute documentary 
about a recently discovered tribe of 
cannibals still living a stone age exis­
tence in the jungles of New Guinea. This 
documentary will air Sunday, March 6 at 
lOp.m. 
Scenes From a Marriage - The first 
television series created by filmmaker 
lngmar Bergman will also begin during 
Festival '77. 
The six episodes will air on KAID-TV 
Wednesday, beginning March 9 at 10 
p.m. 
r--------------------------l 
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Boise State University 1910 University Drtw Boise, Idaho 83725 
SOME SEE SPAIN FOR SCHOOL ..... . 
WINTER ENDS IN WAITING ... GAINS, 
LOSSES .... 
Focus reporters, fanning out across campus in sudden spring 
sunshine, filled this February edition with news of gains, one big 
loss and a point of watchful waiting. 
As a community of still-scarce financial resources, BSU students 
and faculty kept a close eye on the Idaho legislature, with five key 
priority needs still inert in committee debates. Enrollment of next 
year's "Campus In Spain" opened (picture at left) and another wait 
ended happily for supporters of BSU's nursing programs as they 
won praise from state consultants in a story covered by Kim Rogers 
(page 3!. 
Photographer Chuck Scheer was under the basket as the Bronco 
men's team inched painfully to a bare chance at Big Sky playoff 
spot, here and in Montana (pages 8-9) and Bob Hall took a careful 
look at the university's most dramatic gift of the year, a future 
home for BSU presidents (page 1-2). 
Finally, there was uniform sadness at the close of Dean Chuck 
Lein's great career here, but pride in a new post for a powerful man 
(page one). 
Other pages, prepared by Larry Burke, point to spring events, 
pavilion polling and faculty achievements that popped out with 
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